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I. INTRODUCTION 
CSiendstiy instruction in the public high schools of the United 
States can be traced back to the early high schools. Serious consider­
ation to issues concerning the objectives, the covrse content and the 
methods of chemistry teaching is a phenasaenon of the 20th century. Many 
studies have been made by teachers and research m»rkers and many more 
exploratory innovations have been undertaken to evalviate certain of 
these issues which are encotintered chemistry teachers. 
Any prcsnising attack of these issues in the teaching of high school 
chemistry must be made in terms of changing conditions dialing the past 
five decades, i.e., (1) the choice of content from an ever-expanding 
chemical knowledge; (2) the change in the high school population} (3) 
advancements in the psychology of learning} and (U) the purpose of an 
introductory course in high school chemistry. 
Knowledge in many fields of chemistry has increased rapidly with no 
reason proposed to indicate that this increased trend id.ll diminish in 
•toe future. This increase in toteil chemical knowledge has resulted in 
changing the content of high school chemistry courses during the past 
fifty years, as an inspection of older and more recent high school 
chemistry textbooks will reveal. Constant revision of textbooks from 
the standpoint of content is necessary if the needs of students are to 
be considered. It is apparent that sudi revisions cannot represent the 
expansion of content because, in the past or in the foreseeable future, 
the amount of class time devoted to a course in high school chemistry 
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has remained, and will continue to remain, reasonably cmstant. 
The change in high school population during the past few decades has 
been phenommial. It one time, completion of elementary education repre­
sented the socially acceptable standard for a potential citizen in most 
ccsnmunities. High school education, if undertaken 'ty a youth, vas 
justified only as preparatory to college education to the end that the 
youth expected to enter medicine, law or scane other of the so-called 
leamed professicais. A gradual change in community mores took place to 
the point that high school graduation became the badge of ccanmunity 
acceptance of a youth. It may be that ccramunity mores are approaching 
the point that college attendance, or perhaps college graduation is 
necessary lest a young man or young woman feels an inferiority complex 
in the social situation in ishich a youth is plunged. 
The extent to which any given youth proceeds in the education ladder 
is known to be a function of the econcanic level of his parents, of his 
own academic aptitude and of the mores of the cranmunity frran which he 
comes or of the community to which he anticipates migration. The relative 
motivation for additional education resulting from parent economic level, 
frran academic aptitude and from community mores, so far as known, has 
not been studied. The relative motivation, no doubt, varies frraa 
ecOTnunity to community and from time to time as revealed in periods of 
dep:essim and prosperity. 
It has been, and probably will always be, possible for a youth to 
continue his educational career regardless of the economic status of his 
parents. There remains, nevertheless, a tendency at the high school 
level for the extent of formal education to be related to econcanic level 
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of parents. 
Regardless of the underlying ciause, the hi^ school population has 
been increasing rapidly over the past fifty years and, from all indicatiwis 
ndll cwitinue increasing, particxjlarly, in the immediate future. The 
trend in qtiality, trm the standpoint of scholastic aptitude, is an 
issue beyond the scope of this studty. 
Prominent ancmg the points of view with regard to the psychology of 
learning, reflected in hi^ school instructian during the past fifty 
years, are (1) faculty psychology, (2) S-R bond theory, (3) behaviorism 
and (U) gestalt psychology. Probably few teachers adhere exclusively to 
asy one of these four points of view. Instruction in chemistry reveals 
that most teachers during this period have had an eclectic point of view 
ccaicoming the psychology of learning. This eclecticism, however, has 
not been constant during the last fifty years, the place of faculty 
psychology decreasing and the place of gestalt psychology increasing. 
More important than the <4ianges in point of view with regard to the 
psychology of learning, perhaps, has been the rapid increase in providing 
devices desired for improving instruction such as diaaaistry clubs} 
visits in industoial plantsj guest speakersj special reports by students} 
use of slides, radio and television; and many others. 
In recent years, the issues arising frcaa a consideraticn of the 
purposes of an introductory dionistry course have received mu<ii attention. 
Nutaerous opinions have been expressed concerning the content of an 
introductcery course in dissaistry for students for whom such a course 
tezTBinates dbemlcal instruction as contrasted to students fear whcaa the 
course serves as a first step toward later sequences in ch^aical 
instruction. The former is usually referred to as chemistry £or general 
education* 
Proponents of general educaticai tend to feel that an introductory 
chemistry course should be of interest to and designed to lueet the needs 
of future business men, farmers, housewives and other groups there­
after "Will receive no additional fcaiaal chemical instruction. Opponents 
of general education tend to hold to the viewpoint that the content of 
introductory course suitable for students who later icLll receive 
additional instruction is equally suitable for students for irshcsn an 
introductory course is terminal. 
It may be that the tendency to classify students into the suggested 
dichotcxpy is an oversin^jlification. Most high school chemistry teachers 
can identify among their students several groups. Two groups of students, 
who do not intend to go to college -will later enter vocations scxne of 
istooffi do rely on, and others do not, a background of chemical education. 
Several groups of students may be differentiated among the college-bound 
high school diemistry students such as, those *dio would like (1) to major 
in scane area in which no science will be required; (2) to major in some 
area in which little science will be required; (3) a nonscience major 
with a science minorj (U) to major in seme science other than chemistry} 
and (5) to major in chemistry. 
It is probable, that most high school chemistry teachers believe in 
the principle that instruction should be based xjpon the needs and 
interests of the individual students. If these needs and interests were 
imiform for all students, most of the debatable issues cc«ifronting high 
school teachers woixld cease to exist. Lack of such uniformity demands 
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that a teacher modify instruction to some extent required for group 
instruction in public education. 
The study here repcarted was conducted in the chemistry classes in 
the hi^ sdiool of Aisesj Iowa. A description of the ccramunity and the 
high school will be presented later yielding seme evidences of the 
possibility of interpreting the findings and conclusions to other public 
hi^ schools* 
The investigator was the instructor of all c^^stry classes included 
in the studr. Although seme supplementation was providedi l^e content of 
the cowse may be inferred from an inspection of the textbook used JAFFEE, 
B@HARP Sew World of Chemistry> Silver Burdette Company, 19U7» Instruc-
ticmal implementaticHi was provided 1::y demonstrations j individual 
laboratcry work; an occasional guest Speaker} occasional field trips) 
special reports by students and the frequent use of audiovisual aids. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of greater 
en^hasis than usually prevailing in conventional eh^nistry courses upon 
biographical sketches. Increased emphasis upon men and events in 
chemistry has been advocated for many years, as a review of science 
education periodicals reveals. This advoca^ has been based sometimes 
upcm speculation and, at other times, aa exploratory attei^}t8 to 
include an increased amount of course content about men and events. 
Reports of such innovation have relied largely upon subjective judgaent 
of effectiveness. This study has been designed to assemble objective 
evidences of 'Uie desirability of including an increased emphasis upon 
men and events in an introductory high sdiool chemistry course. 
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Any satisfactory evaluation of the effectiveness of instruction 
should be made in terms of the important objectives of that course. The 
objectives of a high school course in chemistry, and especially their 
relative iinportance, differ froit teacher to teach®?. No attempt -will be 
made. In this study, to appraise the relative inrportance of the objectives 
chosen. 
The objectives included in this study have been chosen to sane 
extent because of their traditional acceptance of ijnpca:tance and, to 
some extent, because of the feasibility of obtaining objective measure­
ments. The effectiveness of instruction in a high school chemistry 
course, for purposes of this study, is defined in terms of the following 
six objectives, described in more detail in the later reported evaluation 
of each. 
1. Fundamentals of High School Chanistry 
2. Men and Events in Chemistry 
3. Scientific Method 
Scientific Attitude 
5. Scientific Interest 
6, Science Activities and Ambitions 
The confidence ishich can be placed in the findings and conclusions 
for each of the objectives must be justified in terms of the suitability 
of the chosen instrument of its evaluation. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATTEE 
The ocrigin of chemistry is lost in the agrstery of the- alchemist. 
Although alcheraists laid the foundation of chmistrj'- ty observing -s^hat 
V 
happened while heating, distilling and ccmbining—it was part of their 
system to rraain, as far as possible, aloof from what is presently called 
chemical education. 
In ancient Greece, dtemical education received but little attention. 
Althov^ the alchemists taught less than they knew, the Greeks taught 
mcare than •ttiey knew. Thales is remembered by chemists for his statement 
that water is the origin of all things. Moore^ reported that "Democritus 
(1460-370 B.C.) taught, according to Aristotle, that atcsns are hard and 
have form, size and ireight." Aristotle taught the difference between 
matter of a substance and scxnething else he called the ess@ace. 
Aristotle conformed to the spirit of the times try teaching untested 
ideas and by getting abstract qualities confused even with elements such 
as blackness for carbon. 
Records have not established uSiether alchengr began in Egypt or 
China, It existed before, during and long after the rise and fall of 
ancient Greece. Thorpe^ reported that "Chemistry, as an art, was 
practiced thousands of years before the Christian eraj as a science it 
^MOCRE, F.J. A History of Chemistry. Hew York! McGraw-fiill Book 
CoB^any Inc. 1939. "p. 
^THORPE, ETOiRD. History of Chemistry. Lraidcjsaj The Hationalist 
Press Association. 19C§T p. 1. 
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dates back no farther than the middle of the seventeenth centviry"* 
The Arabs are frequently referred to in alchemical literature. They 
conquered Egypt in &iO A,D. and found books on how to make gold and cure 
ills» Fcsr the next himdred years books wsre translated into the Arabic. 
In the course of history the Egyptian knowledge reached Europe -when 
Latin translations Tsere made of the Arabic books. The Arabs are now 
thou^t to have been users but not originators of alchemical irjrormation. 
Roger Bacon, a thirteenth century chemist, might be considered a 
chemist's alchemist. He was a recognized alchendst but isas an avid 
experimenter in the scientific sense. He made use of and taught the 
inductive method of learning and did not subscribe to the unintelligible 
•writing associated with alchemists even into the sixteenth centtrry. 
As late as the seventeenth century, chemistry was so tied to alchengr 
it lagged behind physics and astronofay. Beginning with Robert Boj'-le 
(1627-1^1), in England, men emerged triio were interested in dieraistry in 
a devoted and scientific way. 
It is interesting to note that the opening of the American 
historical frontier coincided approximately Kith the opening of chemical 
frontiers. By the time the Colonies were settled enough to be concerned 
with chemical education, chemistry was engaged in a struggle between the 
phlogiston theory and the modern theory of burning. In an astonishing 
chain of events chemical education in the l&iited States grabbed 
Lavoisier's oxidatiOTi theory of burning and swept upward isith it. The 
review of literature whicih follows has been lim3.ted to chemical education 
in the United States. 
A. Beginning of CheBiical Education in the United States 
To educate their young people, earliest settlers in the IMited States 
naturally copied the schools of Europe. Impca'tant differences developed, 
however, ^ lich wre due to the selection of individuals tsho made the 
basardous trip across the Atlantic. An extreme desire to break tilth 
tradition provided the motivation thet caused certain individuals to 
pioneer in the new WDrld. From ordinary beginnings, bres^s with 
tradition were soon evident in chemical education. 
C0tiventi(»ial cheanical industries isere started early, in fact the 
manufacture of glass isaB begun in Jainestom soon after the landing of 
the Pilgrims. John Winthrop, Jr. came to Boston in I63I and organized 
chemical industries in iron and salt. He continued work in industries 
related to cheiaistry until he has been called "the first American chemist 
and forerunner of cheiaical education in America".^ Winthrop had s dual 
interest; in chesdstry itself and in its relation to medicine. 
Ghendcal educaticai in the United States began specifically ^vhen 
physicians outgrew the giving of individual instruction to future yotmg 
doctca's. Medical doctors who had studied in Europe started medical 
schools. These •srell-organized schools formed a foundation that nurtured 
chemical education. 
An example of early ftarmal chemical education and its connection 
i 
JEWELL, LMM C. "CSTLemical Education in America from the Earliest 
Days to 1820.» Jottrnal of Chemical Eduoatlcat. 9t 677 i A^aril 1932. 
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with medicine may be found in the IMiversity of Pennsylvania. Hepburn^ 
reported, "At the University of Pennsylvania, chemistry was taught to 
college students hy Provost ?/illiam Smith at least as early as 1756, md 
to students in medicine by Dr. John Morgan upon the instituticai of the 
deparlaaent in 1765". 
Chemistry was offered in several colleges in the United States 
before 1800. In 1767 James Smith, M.D., became professor of chanistry 
and materia medica at the newly opened medical school of King's (later 
called Colmbia University) College. Newell^ said Benjamin Rush was the 
first man to teach only chemistry in a regularly appointed positicm. He 
tau^t chemistry in 1769 at the Philadelphia Medical School (University 
of Pennsylvania). Hepburn3 fxn-nished evidence that Rush replaced Dr. 
John Morgan who taught diemistry for four years before Bush was appointed# 
NewellU pointed out that Benjamin Rush was a great salesman for 
chemistry in the new world. Beside being a recognized scientist, 
(student in Edinburgh for 2 years) Rush was a signer of the Declaration 
of Independence and in 1799 served as Treasurer of the United States 
Mint. Rush's book. Syllabus of a Course of Lectures on Chemistiy was 
^EPBURH, JOSEPH SAMUEL. "Notes on the Early Teaching of Chemistry 
in the University of Pennsylvania, The Central High School of Philadelphia 
and the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania." Journal of Chemical 
Education. 9» 1577l Septasber 1932. 
2NEWELL, cU., p. 680. 
3HEPBURK, op. cit., p. 1582. 
Jewell, cit., p. 68i. 
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for several years the only American textbook in chemistry. "He isrote 
books • • • delivered speeches and uras a sort of political and scientific 
dictator.•'3. 
related that a Samuel L. Mitchell, M.D. was appointed to Kings 
(Columbia) College in 1792, "Mitchell claimed that he adopted the anti­
phlogistic system and that he taught the reformed chemistry of the French 
and unfurled the banner of Lavoisier—sooner than any other professor in 
the United States." 
References to the contested theories of burning are particularly 
interesting. It prefaced the arrival of Priestley in the United States. 
Priestley, idth his belief in the phlogiston theory of burning, came to 
Ncarthumberland, Pennsylvania frcan England in n9k* Theology was 
Priestley's vocation and his views of religious and political freed(»a 
•were unpopular in England^, with chemistapy as a demanding hobby, he had 
becme famous in the chemistry of gases. He is especially remembered as 
the inventor of carbonated water. Benjamin Franklin, with Benjamin 
Rush's reccamnendation, tried to get Priestley to take a teaching position 
in ch^stry at the University of Pennsylvania. Priestley not only 
declined that offer, but also declined one at the IMversity of Virginia 
nhidi Thcmas Jefferson was planning at the time. Priestley stayed in 
Northumberland but tafips to Philadelphia brought him in contact with 
^EVSELL, op. cit., p. 681. 
%AI, PAUL J, "The History of Chemistiy Teaching in American High 
Schools." Journal of Ch^aical Education. 8j 1533J August 1931. 
3kILLEFF1K, D. H. Etolnent American Chemiets. New Yorki D. H. 
Killeffer, 19 East 2Uth St., 192U. p. 1. 
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future leaders in American chemistry, particularly Robert Hare and 
Benjamin Silliman. 
When Rush found Priestley would not be available he reccanmended 
James Woodhouse isho became professor of chaaiistry in the Philadelphia 
Medical School, 1795. Newll^ pointed out "It is not difficult to pre­
dict Tthat would have happened to the progress of ch«nical education in 
America if Priestley had accepted his appointment. He would have taught 
the tottering themy of phlogiston and impeded the advance of the new 
chendstry of Lavoisier"# 
Woodhouse was a brilliant teacher and experimenter. He was a time­
less prcaaoter of the newer chemistry. His two most famous students were 
Robert Hare and Benjamin Silliman. Woodhouse's Young Chemist's Pocket 
Companion is, in all probability, the first published guide in experi­
mentation for chemical students^. 
B. Nineteenth Century Chemical Education in 
the United States 
The ponderous change ffom the old chemistry to the new chanistry 
took place during the 19th centvccy. At the beginning of the century 
there were several factors that kindled a popular demand for science in 
general and chemistry in particular. Fay^ listed such factors as 
%E1ELL, 0£^. cit«, p. 68ii, 
^SMITH, EDGAR F. Chemistry in America. New York: D. Appleton and 
CtOTpar^, 191ii* p» 76. 
3fAY, cit., p. 1533. 
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. d«Riand for deaocsratic education, the necessity for exploiting 
natural resources, practical outlook of pioneers . » But he admitted, 
"the schools atill adhered to an outeoded and formal humanism". 
Newell^ indicated that of "UO colleges and universities e.gtablished 
befcare 1820, chanistry was authorized or introduced into about half . . 
Between I821~l839, 25 more institutions added chemistry courses. 
Fay2 suggested that early academies gave chemistry more of a boost 
during this period than the colleges did. One of the earliest of these 
academies was the American Literary, Scientific and Military Acadei^y 
founded at Koarwich, Vermont, in 1820. Of 153 academies in New York State 
between I8it0 and lBh9, 90 percent of these academies offered chemistry. 
Thirty years earlier there had been no New York academies offering 
cheadstry, out of 21 studied. During the period prior to l850 there is 
evidence that chesdetry became mere popular in girls' than in boys' 
acadmies. 
Fay3 said, "New England high schools apparently had less diversified 
curricula than the acadeudes". He reported that 9 percent of Ohio high 
school students were stu<^ying chemistry in i860, U percent in 1870, 6 
percent in 1880 and 1890, and 5 percent in 1900. During this period 
I'BEIELL, op. cit«, p. 678. 
%AY, cit., p. 1538. 
3lbid., p. 15U0. 
^Ibid., p. l5i|l. 
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chemistey in high school was less popular than natural philosopl^ and 
botany. 
In spite of inhat might be considered a relatively low percent of 
students actually taking chemistry Fay^ repOTted that a consistently 
high percent of high adiools offered chemistryj in the North Central 
States, from i860 to 1900, 65 to 90 percent of high schools offered 
chemistry# 
Men -who set the pattern of chemical education during the 19th centijry 
in the United States, seemingly, were led l?y Benjamin Silliman. He was 
a student of Dr. Jaaes Woodhouse at the University of Pennsylvania and 
lifeltmg friend of Dr. Robert Hsore, These men worked together and were 
influenced meetings with Priestley, 
Hare was a successful experimenter and in that way helped Silliman 
have well-rounded chemical experiences. Silliman himself was a great 
promoter and salesman as well as an able teacher. Browne^  reported "1 
suppose nearly eveiy member of the American Chemical Society can trace 
his chemical ancestry through this or that teacher back to Silliman and 
I like to think that something of the liberality, benevolence and 
optimism of this grand old teacher has descended ... to the present 
age". 
Famotis chemical educators who studied under Silliman include Amos 
^Ibid.^ p. l$lu. 
SffidlNE, C. A. "History of Chemical Education in America Between 
the Years of 1820 and 1870." Journal of Chemical Education. 9* 696} 
April 1932. 
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Eaton {1776-l8ii2), Chester Dewey (178it-l867)i Edward Hitchcock (1793-
18614) Charles Sheppacrd (I80U-I886) and Oliver Hubbard (1809-1900). 
Silliman started the Merican Journal of Science in I8l8 vshich has 
continued publication to the present day. Hare contributed over 200 
articles to this journal, "beginning in I818 -adth the first issues and 
continuing for over 30 years"^. 
SilUjaan's promotion of chemistry extended b^ond the classrocan and 
journal. AccM-ding to Browne^: 
In l83iji (Silliman) began to give public lectures upon 
chemistry and geology in various cities of the United States... 
so popular...continued actively for twenty years...He pro­
bably exercised a wider influence by these lectures than by 
his teaching at Yale...Silliman made xise of interesting 
experjjnents and these, coupled tdth his natural enthusiasm, 
animation and spirited delivery, gave him a reputation as a 
popular lecturer such as no other American chemist has 
acquired. 
There isere other influences upon chemical education beside Silliman's 
during the 19th century. Qf these influences, the most important was the 
Medical Schools. The conflict here was the cultural aim of the colleges 
versus the aim for specialization, held by the medical schools. ftroTsne 
reported regarding the specialization, "Eliminate the work of America's 
early ch®aist-physicians and the remainder of the contributions to the 
advancement of our science becomes pitifully small"^. 
The influence of Dr. Robert Hare (1781-1858) is outstanding in this 
regard. His experimenting at the Medical School of the University of 
%E¥iELL, 22, cit., p. 687. 
2bR0ME, o£. cU., p. 700, 
3lbid., p. 702, 
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Pennsylvania has caused Broume^ to call him 
. • • the greatest chemist among the early teachers of this 
period of whom a very complete biograptoy has been written 
hy Professor (Edgar Fahs) Smith. ... He prepared his 
lecture experiments with great care and upon a scale of 
Magnitude hitherto not attempted in America. Hare invented 
many new forms of diemical apparatus both for research and 
demonstration. . . 
Laboratory instruction began in the ttaited States during the 19th 
century. a?owne reported that Silliman himself stated ttie pre-laboratory 
sentiments, "Mai^ times have I said to those iflftio as novices have offered 
aid to me that they mi^t come and see what we were doing, and I should 
much prefer that they do nothing} for then they would not hinder me and 
my trained assistants, ncxr derange nor break the apparatus''^, Browne3 
father reported "A general widespread realization of the importance of 
laboratory instruction in the curricula of our American colleges did not 
ccme until after I87O". Private laboratories were used for training 
twenty years or so before they were ccamnon in sdiools. Benjamin 
Silliman, Jr. has been given credit for the first regular laboratory 
course in an American college. "In 18U2 the younger Silliman, n^ile 
assistant to his father at Yale, fitted up a small laboratory in which 
daily instruction was given in experimental and analytical chemistry.^" 
reported that high schools beg^ to add chemistry laboratories 
^Ibid., p. 706. 
%bid., p. 712. 
3lbld., p. 713. 
%bid., p. 715. 
$FAI, ogi. cit.» p. 15U9. 
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in 1800 and that by I88O the new method was used in a ccatisiderable number 
of schools. In 1880, 129 schools replied to a questiramaire as follows^: 
Chemistry was the first United States high sdiool subject to make 
much t^e of the laboratcay method. It was evidently encouraged by 
university professors, especially some isho had studied under the German 
professor. Baron Justus von Liebig. 
Browi®2 reported the shift to German chemical education. 
Previous to 18U0 in the eventful dsys of Dumas, Gay-Lussac, 
Thenard, Pelouae and other noted French chemists, the trend of 
American diemistry students who went abroad for postgradtiate 
stu(^ was usually toward Paris. But after I8it0, fo3.1owing 
the publication of Liebig's epoch-making volume, 'CheBiistry in 
its Applications to Agriculture and Physiology" the tide of 
American chKoiatry students turned more firom Paris to Giessen* 
Many American students returned to the United States frcan Giessen and 
advocated the laboratory method. 
The 19th century saw textbooks run the gamut. The few existing 
textbooks at the opening of the century were of the lusty practical 
cookbook type. Chemistry textbooks at the close of the century were 
(diaracteriaed by the acadranic reports of two very impcrtant committees 
Cities over 
7^00 
Localities less 
than 7^00 
Elementary labca-atory 
Demons'te'ations <»ily 
Textbook work only 
3$.7% 
7.0^ 
19.6^ 
^6,1% 
2h,3% 
3-Ibid. 
og^. cit., p. 718. 
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of the National Education Association—the Committee of Ten and th® 
Canmittee on College Siitrance Requirements. 
Both ccHnmittees accepted the disciplinary aim of 
secondary education and took it as the point of departure. 
Both advocated covirses of study in chemistry that wore 
essentially college preparatory courses...Both committees 
emphasized in chemistry teaching the importance of a 
logical organization and of the experimental method. 
The standardizing influences of these reports was in-* 
calculable.^ 
Thus did chemistry textbooks as well as chemical education in the 
Ifaited States swing fi-cmi very limited but practical informaticaa to more 
complete, disciplinary, logically-organized, college-preparatory type 
infonnatican. All these changes occurred in the 19th century. 
C. Twentieth Century Chemical Educaticai in the United States 
Since 1900 psychologists have rejected the idea that "disciplining 
the mind" is an adequate aim of chemical education - or any other kind 
of educaticm. Other dissatisfactions with chemical education at the 
turn of the century are voiced by Fay.^ 
Although college dcsnination of high school chemistry 
has continued in many schools until the present time, a 
reaction began to take place during the first and second 
decades of this centtiry. This included to vaarying degrees 
reaction against college domination, against too much uni­
formity and standardization, against the lack of vital 
relationship between chemistry instruction and every-day 
life, against the draninance of the laboratoiy, against 
the over-emphasis of mathematics, against the disciplinary 
aim of education, against the logical organization (rather 
than psydiologioal organization) of the subject matter. 
%AI, C£. ext., p. 1^52, 
%bid., p. 1552. 
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and against an avid and uninteresting presentaticm of it. 
Pt5)ils Here rebelling against the dry bones set before th^# 
The foregoing reactions have evidently resulted in certain trends 
in chemical education. In 1939 Hall^ studied the trends by means of 
journal articles, college catalogs and questionnaires. The following 
trends -Rere ^hasizedt 
1. A trend to apply the methods of educational research to 
the carganisation of high sdiool chemistry. 
2, Trend away from the inclinaticai to include more material 
toftard the search for chemistey material val\iable to all 
students. 
The problrais of #iat and how much chemistry should be in general 
educatioEi have been susmarized liy Bains^t 
1. The bulk of the instructicm (in chemistry) has been 
designed fcr the majcs* in chemistry i^ere the sequences 
have been developed by years of trial and experience 
and is on the ii^ole fairly satisfactory. 
2. (ki the other hand thare is a growing feeling that . . . 
(other students) ... should be given a general view^ 
point of chemistry and its iiiqportance to the world in 
n^idi he lives. We all agree that someidiere in high 
school or college everyone should have his exposure. 
IflALL, G. C. "Trends in the Organiaatitsn of High School Chemistry 
Since 1920," Journal of €5iemical Educaticm. 16? Il6j March 1939. 
F. B. "Advances in the Teaching of OiMsdstry Since 191U." 
Journal of Chemic^ Educaticaa. 9t 7U9-750j April 1932. 
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But electing the first four or five hours of a seqiience 
does not satisfy this need • . . 
3» How best to handle a third class the members of n^ioh 
are looking forward to medicine or biological fields 
has becoffle an increasing problea, 
Fayl reported high school textbooks were being written that atteB?>ted 
to find a cos^rooiise between college preparaticm and general educatitmt 
The plan of including two sections in the textbook - the 
first containing the topics essential to a basic understanding 
of the science of diemistry and the second cmtaining topics 
of more direct utility - seems to be beccaning the most 'oaraaon 
plan adopted progressive authors* 
Howard^, a scientist and Director, Division of Chraaistry and Sanita­
tion, New Hi^shire Board of Healtb, took the following point of view 
about dticsadstry in general educations 
personal feeling is that for the lay student, istoethwr 
he be in high school or in college, the teadiing of diemistry 
tends to be overdone in the sense that there is too much com­
plex theory, too mudi of the mathematical and jAiysical phase, 
too much of various things the knowledge of iMch will be of 
no possible value to the future farmer, artisan, business man, 
or hcmsewife, and itiidi knowledge will quickly fade* The 
trouble, as 1 see it, is that 8(»ie chemistry teaches are so 
imbued with their subject that -Wiey are unconsiously bending 
their efforts to the making of pseudo <diemists of i^ose iiAio 
will spend their lives in the ordinary every-day pursuits bjr 
idiidi most people gain a livelihood* 
Ashf{a!'d3 presented -ttie following ideas based (m a survey of 212 
^PAI, oit», p. 1555• 
^HOWARD, C. D. "Chemists and the Teaching of Oieraistry.'* Journal 
of Chmical Education* 201 83J February 19U3* 
3aS!F<»D, T* a# »The Problem of (2iemistary in General Education*" 
JoumsQ. of CSiemical Educaticm* 191 262: June I9I42* 
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teachers of college introductory chemistry. 
At present, instruction for general education is cared for in three 
ways: 
1. fhe traditional chemistry course -which is designed pri­
marily for the specialist* 
2. Special chmistry coxirses -eiftiich have been specifically 
designed for the nonspecialiat. 
3* Survey courses isftiich consist of material taken from 
ch®nistey and other sciences. 
Problems of each of the foregoing methodsj 
1, In the "taraditional type the attention is largely centered 
on the problem of caring for the specialist and non-
specialist in the same course* 
2. Lack of instructional material for general education 
courses* 
3« Itevelopsaent of tests. It is uell recognized that at pre­
sent there are no ccanpletely satisfactory tests to measure 
such objectives as critical thinking or the scientific 
attitude. 
Mciirath^ made suggestions for teaching science in general educatitm. 
1. Encourage critical thinking. 
2. Show the student idiat science is like. 
3. Teach basic principles urell but in limited numbers i.e.. 
%cQRATH, EARL JAMES. Science to Qeneral Education. Dubuque, Iowa: 
W. C. Brown Co., 19U8. 
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select indispensible items carefixLly, 
k* Show yih&t scientific procedure is like. 
5, Show •afcat scientists are like. 
6. Construct the course to promote transfer of learning. 
HopkLna^ reported a revision of the original list of "Essentials 
for High School Teachers" presented by the Division of Chemical Education 
of the American Chemical Society. This list represents scane attempts to 
encojapass college preparation with the needs of general education. 
1. To show the service of chemislay to the heme, to he^th, 
to medicine, to agriculture and to industry. 
2. To develop this service around certain minimum funda­
mental topics, and, in doing so, to see that these 
minimum requirements are so well taught that they m^ 
be built upon, if required, as a foundation in college. 
3. To train the student in keen observation and exact 
reasoning and in the scientific attitude of mind. 
1+. To develop a careful correlation between recitation 
and e:!^eriment. 
5. To encourage students to keep notebooks nhich shall be 
an accurate record of laboratcay experience expressed 
in concise, clear English. 
6. To build upon the earlier science courses and knit th®n 
together* 
%OPKINS, B, S. "An Outline of Essentials for a Year of High School 
Chemistry." Jo\ynal of Chemical Education. 131 175? April 1936. 
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7. To encourage students to use reference books and scien­
tific periodicals in addition to their textbooks. 
8. To help pupils to find themselves i.e., to discctver 
whether or not they have an aptitude for further sttidSy 
in chaaiistry or applied science, and, if so, to en­
courage such students to ccaitinue their stucly of science 
in university or technical school, 
9. To stress the general principles involved in the specific 
cases studied. 
10. To use well-established principles of psychology as far 
as they can be applied to students of high school 
dieBiistry. 
Rowb^ summarised a stu<^y of junior colleges in Californiat 
The Junicxr college finds more demand £or chemistry for 
the student seeking a general education and in this field 
chemistry teachers express themselves as being dissatisfied 
•with the acccanplishaent so far. New ideas are constantly 
being given a trial. In the development of chesdslay courses 
to meet special or sub-professional needs, the greatest pro­
gress has been in the fields for nurses and for laboratory 
technicians. 
The supply of science students in the United States is not keeping 
up with the demand. At first experts of manpower thought the colleges 
were at fault but editorials in many newspapers and magazines now indi­
cate the loss of science students is occurring at the secondary level. 
The percent of high school students taking chemistry has never been 
%OWE, R. D. "Chemical Education in Junior Colleges*** Jotarnal of 
ChCTiical Education. 25» 373j July 19U8. 
high, Noll-^ fxirnished information about the percent of students enrolled 
in public and private high sdiools of the United States who took chemistryi 
1900, 8 percent} 1910, 7.1 percent} 1922, 7»6 percent} 1928, 7.3 percent. 
Noll believed part of the reascMi for the small percentages Tsas that 
chemistry nas not offered in many small high schools. A survey he noted 
in Nebraska listed such items as "too expensive", "no call for it", "not 
equipped for it", and "teaching staff to small" as explaining #qr 
chemistry IBIS not offered. 
It shoxild be pointed out that in the Noll reported percentages, the 
denominator was the total number of high school students. Traditionally, 
high school chemistry has been a single year course. The percentages 
quoted take m more meaning if they are multiplied by four, or even more 
since the holding power of the high sdiool has been less Idian 100 per­
cent, particularly during the earlier part of the twentieth century. 
Recent aids in the teaching of diemistry noted now but not noted 
in 1900 include the use of chemistry clubs, visits in industry, project 
methods, special reports, visiting speakers, radio, TV and drama. There 
has also been, in seme cases, an effort to humanize the subject bj the 
use of historical and biographical material. These newer methods have 
not been utilized in all classes. One of the characteristics of 20th 
centmy chemical education is increased diversificaticai of content and 
methods. There is evidence that many classes in chemistiy are conducted 
definitely on the I9OO basis. In others there has been concerted effort 
^OLL, V. H. "The Extent of Chemical Education." Journal of 
Chemical Education. 12: U7$} October 1935. 
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to adapt the chemistry cotirse in a given high school to the needs of the 
particular ccanmunity and, theorectically, even to the needs of the 
individual pt^il. 
Regarding a study of schools in Iowa, Worstell^ ccmcluded "getting 
more students interested in the course (chemistry) is one of our biggest 
tasks. We can not sit back and be indifferent expecting the students to 
roll in because th^ mill not I" 
Ashford^ was concerned about teachers required for the chemistry 
students in the Itoited States. 
A serious problem is the matter of persc«mel. Ctae 
difficulty is that of finding competent chemists ndio at the 
same time have a sufficiently broad background and suffici­
ently broad interests to understand the problems and devise 
methods of solving th«a» 
A second difficulty is in keeping these people after 
they have been found. For if the en^hasis on "pure researdi" 
for promoticai is continued, few people of ability would con­
tinue to devote their energies to a purpose for which no 
recogniticai in terms of advancement is made, however 
strcaigly they might feel that such wiark is important to 
society. 
Lewis^ reported returns on questionnaire from $0 colleges and uni­
versities that prepared 90 percent of the Ph.D.'s in science. Two-thirds 
of the science teachers said there has been a deterioration of instruction 
especially at the vmdergraduate level. Reasons given for the inadequate 
number of good teachers included (a) economic pressure—juigration to 
%ORSTELL, R. A, "Chaaical Education in Iowa High Schools." 
Journal of Gheatical Education. 6t l503} Sept®nber 1929. 
2ASHF<2U3, ©£_. cU., p. 262. 
^EV/I5, H. F. "CJhemical Education Today." Journal of Oiemical 
Education. 25J 573J October 19ii8. 
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industry (b) administrative duties of chemistry teachers necessarily 
tandertaken in order to secure promotions# 
believed that "the laboratory has been retained; but, Just as 
the recent ccwtent of the course has tended to approadi iJie iiiformaticHtial 
and practical science of the middle of the nineteenth ceaatury, so the 
lecture demotistratiwi has also tended to increase in popularity," An 
analysis of other literature indicates the correct ratio of laboratory 
work to lecture doaonstration is still being sought. 
It may be too early to select the giants in IMited States chemical 
educaticxi for the 20th century. The A. N. Marquis CcMopany's standard 
American selective biographical reference Iho Knoirs - and Whet lists 
six science educators but none of them is in the field of chemistry. 
The foregoing infcxrmation, about chemical educational in the tirentieth 
century, has showi the need for education research regarding the follow­
ing problemsI 
1. What is the relation of hi^ school dtiemistry to college 
dhemistry? 
2* What is the place of chemistry in general education? 
3. Miat should be done about students •who know certain 
facts but do not understand the fmdamental aspects of 
the scientific method? 
ii, lhat should be done about the critical loss of science 
talent at the seccmdaiy-sctoool level? 
ifai, o£. oU„ p. 1555 
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5. With seemingly more acute economic pressure in the 
IJhited States, who -will teach chemistry to the youth 
of the country? 
The foregoing educational problems are acute in a democratic society 
C^inirans of desirability, as interpreted frran a subjective analysis of 
published materials, reveal many opposing points of view. The large 
number of citations indicates clearly the importance of these problems 
in chemical education, 
D. Historical and Biographical Material in the 
Teaching of Chemistay 
Ideas about the use of biographical sketches in chemistry classes 
are in the current literature* This is true, partly, because of the 
relation of biographical to historical materials in science classes. 
Present day interest in science courses for general educaticai has sent 
certain educators searching for a historical background in science. The 
thoiight has been that srane form of historical presentation could help 
students, science majors or not, gain the science understanding} needed 
even laymen, in todagr's world. Extensive work by James B, Gonant 
and collaborators at Harvard Iftiiversity has lent prestige to the 
historical approach. Evaluations of the use of history and biography 
in science classes have, for the most part, been subjective. 
As early as 192$ Smith^, of the University of Pennsylvania, became 
concerned because he had received the doctorate in chemistry without any 
^SMITH, EDGAR F. "Observations mi Teaching the History of Chemistry 
Journal of Chemical Education. Zj 533-555) July 1925. 
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reference to the history of chemistry, either on his part or on the part 
of his examiners. As he searched for historical information to put into 
his own chemistry coxarses he discovered it was hard to locate. He 
assembled enough, however, for what he thouglit would be a few good 
lectures and as it turned out, "... (students) received the lectrares 
with respect and scan© interests but little enthusiasm was kindled, . . • 
the old (lectures) evidently had been too eschaustive — dry as dust — 
devoid of the personal, hvtman element — 
So he went back to the sources and added anecdotal information about 
the people referred to his chemical lectures. He reported greater 
success! 
The is^ortance of the personal element was overpowering 
and coiild not be dismissed... it was believed that in pre­
senting Frederick lohler, for example, everything concerning 
the boy life, the student life, and the professional life of 
that eminent investigator should be woven in with his 
experimental contributions. ... It demanded wide, dis­
cursive reading} but eventually there was drawn such a 
picture of Wohler and his work that its reaction was quickly 
noticeable in the attitude of the students hearing the story. 
They behaved as if reviewing the achievements of one who was 
for the moment in their presence^. 
Acccarding to Sraith's experience, collections are a help in teaching 
history of chemistry, Throu^ the years his office was filled with 
(a) photographs or prints, (b) autographed letters and (c) old chem­
istries associated with the men reported in his historical lectures. 
^Ibid.j p. ^ 3U. 
2lbid., p. 
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A short tine later Ne-irell^, at Boston Ifeiversity, reported methods 
of teaching the history of chemiatey that he had found most useful i 
Dtaring the twenty-five years in which I have taught 
the history of chemistry, certain facts nhidi must be recog­
nized in conducting a course in this subject have becoi&e 
evident. For example, students have little or no time, or 
possibly take little or no time, to read in a field irtiich is 
broad or unfamiliar. General assignments usually result in 
general neglect* Hence, ai^ course to be successfiiL must 
have specific aspects. I discovered l(mg ago that students 
are interested in chemists and will read about famous mm, 
I discovered incidentally that th^ remember is^ortant dis­
coveries made by famous men, particularly if the chemist 
and his discoveries are definitely connected. I found also 
that most of the students are idlling to write papers, if the 
subjeotHnatter is not too difficult to obtain and the stA>jeot 
itself is sufficiently Inviting. On the basis of these 
observations, accentuated no doubt, to some extent, lay ny 
own interests, I develqied a course about ten years ago and 
have tested it definitely with large classes during the last 
seven years. 
No evidence of objective findings was observed in this article. Cto 
a sid)jeotive basis, thou^, Newell agreed with Smith in regard to the 
tisefulness of collections for teaching history of chemistryt 
Another observation made early in the course was tiie 
necessity of eadiibiting considerable illustrative material. 
Hence, at each lecture as far as possible, I show portaraits, 
autograph letters, books and sometimes lantern slides. I 
regard this as a vital part of the work. Students have 
repeatedly told me of their pleasure and profit derived from 
this material. Unless the portraits are expensive, I pass 
them about; even the autograph letters, protected by a 
celluloid cover, are passed about. The books stb kept cm the 
lecture table. Lantern slides are used infrequently, though 
in l^e last three years the size of the dass has necessi­
tated this method of presentation to considerable wtent^. 
^NEWELL, LIMAN C. "A Tested Method of Teaching the History of 
Cheiristry." Joxamal of Chemical Education. 3« 166-1^| February 1926. 
^Ibid., p. 167. 
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Efjr 1930 a high school teacher^ from South High School, Denver, 
Colorado expressed ideas about the need for making early courses in chem­
istry more interesting to pupils. His work did not provide a turning 
point in chemical education or anybhixig like that but the folloiwing 
quotation does state a grass-roots exausple of a problem that has been 
given considerable attenticai, in recent years, by chemical educators. 
Last year frcan a graduating class of 236, 158 seniors 
had pursued the course of chemislay. Of this number approxi­
mately 100 have gone on to college. In college not more than 
twenty-five are taking chemistry, and of that nimiber not mco'e 
than three Kdll ever make chemistry their life work. In other 
words, not over 1 percent of a hi^ school graduating class 
will ever develop into professional chemists. Hth these 
facts facing us, I believe that chemistry must be taught for 
the 99 others "wtoo will never come into direct contact with 
chemistry again. Further, it must be taught in such a way 
as to awaken interest, instill love and encourage a student 
to continue his interest in the subject in later life, 
rather than cause a hatred of chemistry in the mind of the 
youth of today, v/hich will persist in the man of tomorrow.^ 
Another high school teacher, Sammis^, stated that biographical 
material has interest value in chemistry classes! 
History instructors and historians have long realized 
that ptipils and readers are more readily attracted to the 
subject of history irtien it is taught or presented as a 
more or less connected series of biographies of the his-
tcrically great then when offered as a pageant of events 
and their causes. Popularizers of science have also 
realissed the interest-catching value of biographical 
^COLLISi, ROBERT JR. "Methods of Increasing Interest in High School 
Chemistry." Journal of Chemical Education. 7> 2l!4l-21i49j September 1930. 
^Ibid., p. 211tl. 
3sAMMIS, J. H. "A Plan for Introducing Biographical Material into 
Science Courses." Journal of Chemical Education. 9t 900-9(^} May 1932. 
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IBaterial and have made extensive use of the lives of such 
scientific giants as Pasteur, Priestley, and Lavoisiw and 
sc«te of the more recent names such as Steinmetz and 
Einstein, The writers of chemistry texts have sensed this 
need for a historical background and now practically all 
elementary chemistry texts have a certain amount of material 
and pictures concerning the scientific leaders in the vari­
ous branches of ihe science taken up in the book.^ 
With all this evidence to show the need and demand for 
histcwical and biographical information, are the science 
students in secondary schools and even freshman college and 
miversity courses getting aiay noticeable quality of such 
instruction? We think not. The author can remember several 
courses in chemistry and pl^sics Tdiere all material relating 
to tl^ lives of the men responsible for the work being 
studied was omitted, in some instances even ignoredj there 
was not time for that sort of thing "with all the technical 
treatises yet to be covered."^ 
Sammis did, however, explain methods of presenting biographies he 
used iJi his own classes. A summary of these methods would include! 
(a) five minute talks on the lives of great chemists, (b) talks given by 
students, (c) an average of two talks per week for about four months, 
(d) other ptipils take notes during the reports, (e) subjects for talks 
chosen £rcm. a list of about 3^ eminent scientists, (f) to a libnited 
degree followed both chronological order and textbook order. 
Regarding the restxLts of using biographical information in his 
\ 
chemistry classes, Sammis wrote, "We who are presenting this work feel 
that we have been justified and an^ly rewarded in our efforts. The 
enthusiasm for such work was far in excess of what we originally 
anticipated, . . He further suggested ideas about scientific attitude 
^Ibid.j p. 900. 
^Ibid., p. 900. 
3lbid., p. 902. 
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and methodI 
Fear those pupils who do not plan to go on in scientific 
pursuits, probably the most valuable thing to be gained frcm 
a course in science is an understanding and appreciation of 
the scientific attitude and method, A stucfy of the lives of 
scientists, sketchy though it be, surely must help fix in 
the minds of young students the desirability of following 
scientific methods and an admiration for that quality in men 
^ich makes them overcOTe great obstacles, withstand persmal 
hardships, ignore social prestige, and scanetimes fori^e 
wealth in the persistence of their search for the truth.^ 
1932 the Journal of Ch^iical Education^ had given a stan?) of 
approval to the use of more history in the teaching of elementary 
chemistry I 
We have previously discussed in these colum33s the vir­
tue of the historical method of approach in the teadiing of 
elementazy chemistry frcan the standpoint of its potentialities 
as a humanizing and interest-premoting factor — in other words, 
as an aid toward the teadxing of chemistry itself. We believe, 
however, that one may well give some consideration to the 
question whether the history of science in general has not a 
considerable primary value in its own right aside from its 
secondary value as an aid in making scientific subject matter 
more palatable*3 
The inspirational value of biographies of eminent chemists was 
suggested as followss 
At an age when hero-worship is a natural trait there 
are held up for his admiration chiefly men who have stirred 
up a great deal of sound and fury signifying nothing. If 
these are to be his "great men", his heroes, can we wonder 
at it if his personal ambitions are trivial or worse? . « * 
Insofar as his capacities permit he will pattern himself 
after the things and persons that he actadres. It is ferue 
^Ibid., p. 902. 
^EDITCE'S OUTLOOK. "The Historical Approach." Journal of Gh^ical 
Education, 9% 1139{ July 1932, 
3lbid., p. 1139. 
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that we cannot make him admire significant figva-es merely 
telling him about them, but it is equally true that he 
is not likely to admire men that he has never heard of nor 
qualities ifeich he cannot associate iiith actual human 
beings.^ 
There was also the reference to scientific methodJ 
As regards the effort to transmit some knowledge and 
appreciation of the scientific method to students, the 
fjpuitfulness of the historical approach is again evident. 
It is desirable that the student receive the inqiression 
that science is essentially "carganized common sense". 
Frcaa this standpoint it is much more important that he be 
shoTsn how conclusions are reached on the basis of experi­
mental evidence than that he memorize the conclusions ... 
Too much eii?)hasis has been laid upon the "hundi" or 
"revelation" in popular literature. Such phenrasaena are 
superficially spectacular and consequently dear to the 
journalistic heart. However, they tend to give students 
and other credulous people a badly distorted in^jressicai of 
the true natijre of creative mental activity. 2 
The use of historical and biographical material in chemistry classes 
was popular enough by 1935 that Frank and Lunsted3, wrotet 
Most teachers of general chranistry make frequent ref­
erences to the men idio have made the most in^cartant contri-
butiwis to chemical knowledge and many teachers believe 
that the "historical approach" is most valuable in gaining 
the interest of the students. During the past ten years 
more than 350 histca'ical and biographical articles have 
appeared in only two periodicals dealing with the teaching 
of diemistry. 
It seems to be almost universally agreed that scane 
understanding of the development of chemical theory and 
some knowledge of the wOTk of men who have made important 
^Ibid.j p. 1, 
2lbid., p. 1» 
3frMK, J. 0. MD LUNSTED, LESTER. "Historical Materials in High 
School CJhaaistry Texts." Journal of Cheiilcal Education. 12» 367-3^? 
August 1935* 
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cmtributions to chemistry is essential to an appreciation 
of the present-day status of the science and fundamental 
to ai^ real education in this field. It seems to be agreed, 
also, that sme knowledge of the pre-histoiy of chemistry 
and its development out of the pseudo-science of alcheray is 
essential to a clear appreciation of its promise of futxare 
contributions to the progress of civilization.^ 
In order to find the amount of agreement among textbook -writers 
regarding idiat historical materials should be in chemis-try -texts, Frank 
and Lunstead studied 20 chemistry texts in common use at that time (1935) • 
They were disappointed in their hope that, "» . • a summary of these 
data would yield generalissations -which would be useftxl to teachers -who 
-ssished to present chemistry in a more interesting and effective way." 
They summarized the disagreement among textbook -writers as follows« 
In spite of the widespread belief, among chemistiy 
teachers, in -the value of his-torical material as an aid in 
developing interest in chemistry and an understanding of 
its present statiis, there is no agreement among the text­
book authors as to what historical material should be given 
nor as to how it should be presented. 
General confidence is shown in cuts and mere mention 
of names, but few texts now available make anything more 
than a feeble and superficial attenqst to present even the 
most meager outline of chemical history. No text presents 
a chronological account of the principal events in the 
development of chemical theory. It seems probable that 
in the quite obvious attempt of some authors of high-school 
texts to Include an account of all new discoveries and 
developments and to make their texts deal with all known 
fields of chemistry, these authors are missing a fine 
opportunity to express the real spirit of chemistry, to 
dramatize the altruistic spirit of science for youthful 
minds, and thus to render most valuable contributions to 
the progress of truth.2 
^Ibid., p. 367. 
^Ibid., p. 369. 
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About a year later, Oppe presented the following objectives for a 
ttnit of historical cheaistry in a hi^ school ohestistry courset 
1, To develc^ a knowledge of the past and an appreciation 
of these early attaints at scientific thinking. 
2, To acquaint boys and girls with the men and women who 
have Influenced the field of science from its beginning 
to the extent that they may become increasingly aware of 
the human side of chemistry, and develop a sympathetic 
attitude toward those ftio are engaged in the pursuit of 
science* 
3* To show that out of the past has ccme a science which 
affects the paresent and offers to every dtlBen a method 
of treating intelligently problems which affect the 
welfare of om* comtry and of all peoples 
Jaffe, chemistrj^' teacher in the James Madison Hi^ School, Brooklyn, 
New York has been a storong advocate of history of chemistry in high school 
chaaistry courses* In 1P38 he suggested that conventional chaoistsry 
courses should be slightly modified to include mcare history t 
Caieffldstry cannot, on the high-sdiool level, be made solely 
the essence of a nvBober important biographies and researchers* 
The objectives of chemistry are too broad and the methodologies 
too varied to treat it merely as the biograftoies of its leader's* 
And neither do I reoaamend a course in the histcxry of di®ad.stry 
in the hi^ schools* 
But I do firmly believe that within the framework of a 
slightly modified course containing generally accepted minimum 
lOPPE, GRETA. "The Use of CSiKnical History in the Hi^ School. 
Journal of Chemical Education* 13t UlZj September 1936* 
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essentials more historical material should be introduced. 
I believe that the history of chemistry should be made the 
leading thread in a beginning course. Facts are to be 
subordinated to intellectual appeals and to those other 
humanistic values idiidi lie on the periphery of a course 
of stu<fy Kdnose core continues to remain substantial enough 
to give it lasting strength. "Deep appreciations should go 
hand in hand -with fundamental understanding." We mtist not 
fail to maintain a balance between the necessary factual 
material and the stimulating elements relating to the 
lives and accomplishments of the men and women riho have 
given a chemistry litiloh. can help the ptipil to a clearer 
understanding of life and to a more healthful and ccaaplete 
one.l 
At this time he emphasiaed the use of the biographical method of 
presenting histcaryi 
One Bwthod is the biographical. "The great object, in 
trying to understand history, political, religious, literary 
ca: scientific, is to get behind the men and to grasp their 
ideas," wrote Lord Acticai. It is the method of some our 
best chemistry teachers life the late Edgar F. auith and 
C3aarles Baskerville. Youth is a period of hero-worship, and 
there is high adventure in the life and struggle of many of 
the great figwes of chemistry, Frcm the lives of the 
dieaists of the past and present can be brought out vividly 
and effectively many of the qualities of the true men of 
research. As a character builder it has few methods to 
equal it,2 
In outlining a greater shift to historical material for the future 
he reccsffinendedi 
< 
1. Courses in the history of chsnistry and in the litera-
tujre of science must be introduced in universities and 
teacher-training institutions and must be made an 
^JAFFE, BERNARD. "The History of Chemistry and its Place in the 
Teaching of High-vSchool ChCTdstry." Journal of Chemical Educaticai. 
15t 383-389J August 1938. 
p. 38U. 
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essential requirement of all teachers of chemistiy. 
2» Curriculuffis of chemistry must bo rewritten or modified 
to include specific references to those elements of the 
historical background, the biographical and research 
narratives whidi should be taught. Excerpts from 
original researches should be printed in the course of 
stuctr •which the teacher is expected to follow* 
3» Textbooks must be re-written to include the material 
suggested above* 
Other aids for developing the historical and ctiltural 
aspects of the science should also be employed, such as 
science club projects, scrap books, pictures of eaninent 
chemists, and a series of films on the history of chem­
istry should be made available to beginnars in chemistry.^ 
It was well after World War II that an event occTared ifeich gave 
rise to fresh thought and discussion concerning the historical approach 
to science teaching. Conant^ was invited to deliver the twenty-third 
series of T^y Lectures at Tale University on the general topic of an 
historical approadti to science* He wotei 
Without tills stimulation I should hardly have found 
either the time or the cowage to formulate in a public 
document certain thoughts about teaching science whidi 
have been forming in my mind for many years *3 
^Ibid^ p. 385. 
2cCNMT, JAMES B. On Understanding Science| to Historical Approach. 
New Haven J Tale University i^ess, 19h7» 
3lbld., p. XV. 
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When Conant stated the problem, it was, in a way, an esqa-ession of 
the problem regarding science in general education. 
I propose to examine the question of how we can, in 
our colleges, give a better understanding of science to 
those of our graduates who are to be Isnyers) isriters, 
teachers, politicians, public servants, and businessmen.^ 
For general education, Conant 1:y-passed broad survey courses and 
recommended instead a series of case histories. These case histories 
were proposed to be relatively few in number to make a course in "The 
Tactics and Strategy of Science". He stated why he thou^t case 
histories should be selected from earlier rather than modem times» 
The case histories would almost all be chosen from 
early days in the evaluation of the modern discipline. 
Certain aspects of pl^grsics in the seventeenth and eigh­
teenth centiariesj ch^dstry in the eighteenth and nine­
teenth! ... The advantages of this method of approach 
are twofold» first, relatively little factual knowledge 
is required either as regards the science in question or 
other sciences, and relatively little ma"^usBa±ii§S} second, 
in the early days me sees in clearest light thente^^sary 
fumblings of even intellectual giants when they are a3b«o 
pioneers; » » .^ 
Conant set forth other principles he would use in selecting ipase 
histories fca:* a hypothetical course: 
I would wish to show the difficulties T^ich attend each 
new push forward in the advance of scistice and the importance 
of new techniques I how they arise, are improved, and often 
revolutionize a field of inquiry. I should hope to illustrate 
the intricate interplay between experiment, or observation, 
said the development of new concepts and new generalizations} . . 
But I should hope that almost all examples ciiosen would show 
the hazards iitoidi nature puts in the way of those who would 
^Ibid», p. 1« 
2lbid., p. 18 
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examine the facts is^artially and classify them accurately. 
The "controlled eaEpertoent" and the planned or controlled 
observation would be in the forefront of every discussion.^ 
Cheanistiy teachers nftvo Tiere interested in general education reacted 
favta'ably to ideas Conant expressed relative to history in science 
courses* Soon after the Terry Lectures were given, Wakeham statedj 
It ims left to President Conant to point out that an 
intelligent "understanding" of science might be most 
effectively achieved by developing the subject upc»i an 
historical basis. 
Textbook iMriters are almost always mature scientists. 
They have mastered, carganized and ^thesized the subject 
matter into n^at seems to them to be a coherent, logical 
idiole* They have probably long since forgotten the sequence 
of ccaiprehensicms through which they travailed in achieving 
a mastery of their special science. * . They are prone to 
unload upon the hapless fteshman a formidable fraction of 
all they have accumulated in many years of ctMicentrated 
effort. As the great majority of beginning chemistry stu­
dents will never go on with the subject nor use chemical 
knowledge technically or professionally, it is a waste of 
their time to reqiiire them to absorb masses of chemical 
details for subsequent regurgitatic«ni in examinations. It 
is far more suitable to their needs to lead them into an 
"understanding" of the science* President Ccnant suggests 
"Uiat "Uiis can be achieved by the skillftil presentation of 
carefully chosen topics^ set in their historical and 
philosophical background. Most students enjoy a well-told 
tale and get the meaning of a scientific law or theory 
m<H*e easily frcan an apposite illustration than they do frtan 
an impeccably logical definition.^ 
After quoting from Conant's work, Strong3 defended teaching science 
llbid., p. 18. 
^lAKEHAM, GLM. The Use of History in Teaching Chemistry." Journal 
of Chemical Education. 2Uj 2U6) May Iw?. 
3sTHCU0, E. yj. "Why Teach History of Science?" Journal of General 
Education. U» 250-255j July 1950. 
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hy -way of its history from the standpoint of (a) effectiveness he 
asserted students will mare readily grasp results achieved in a science 
if there is knowledge of questions that prcinpted the investigation, (b) 
appreciation (student learns not only the hypoliieses that survived but 
also those titoich proved false and were discarded). Strong's final 
defense concerned: 
• • • the existence of problems directly affecting the 
pursuit of science, problems which cannot be met without 
historical knowledge. I suppose, in short, the men concerned 
with work in a science are, or shoxxld be, also concerned with 
the conditions under which scientific work is furthered or 
obstructed. I would not question that the practical require­
ments in the immediate foreground are those of instructicm in 
science car suppose that history of science could be a sub­
stitution. 
What I do question is the notion that the historical 
study can be ciuitted without serious practical consequences 
Nash^ agreed ... "there is ample room for improvement in public 
understanding of science ... in a country that spends more on its 
astrology than on its astronc»i*y."3 He was looking for some "non-
traditional" approach to the problem. After references to Conant's 
work he summarizedt 
To be sure, it is easier to construct an arbitrary 
imaginary account of a scientific development, that will 
well illustrate the points that are to be stressed, than 
it is to dig into tiie raw material of scientific history 
to disentangle the shifting threads of fact and fanqy that 
^Ibid., p. 251. 
%ASH, LECKARD K. A Historical Approach to the Teaching of Science." 
Joiarnal of Cheaioal Education. 281 ll|6-l5l{ March 1951» 
^ibid., p. ii461 
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made that history nfliat it was. However, a start in the his­
torical research has alrea<Jjr been made, for example in the 
new series of Harvard Case Histories in the experimental 
sciences •which if it is supported, will undoubtedly be ex­
tended to cover a larger part of our great heritage of 
scientific history. The history of chemistary, in particular, 
presents an almost inexhaustible series of profoundly 
interesting and important developments, developoents 
associated with the names of Berzelius, Kekule, Mendeleev 
and Arrhenius, to mention but a few. To date this his­
torical material has been largely ignored, yet it appears 
that one of the brightest hopes for successful teaching of 
science in general (and chemistry in particular) to non-
major students lies in at least a modest exploitation of 
this rich source of pedagogically valuable material,^ 
Albrecht-Carrie^ carefully reviewed Conant's work regarding under­
standing science by the historical approach. He agreed that, "In view 
of some of the basic difficulties, inherent in the nature of science 
itself this may perhaps be the best that can be hoped for."3 However, 
he issued the following warning: 
It is well to be clear, however, that such an under­
taking is not the same thing as the histwy of science. 
Nta* does Conant claim that it is, being concerned pri­
marily with filling the scientific gap, in the sense of 
conveying an "understanding of the meaning" of science, 
in the broad sdieme of modern education.^ 
In July 1950 the Harvard Summer School held a Workshop in science 
in General Education Papers presented at this meeting were organized and 
published by Cohen and Watson,^ Cohen himself presented a paper entitled 
^Ibid., p. 151. 
SALESIECHT-GAHRIE, RENE, "Of Science, Its History, and the Teaching 
Thereof," The Scientific Monthly, 73» l6-2itj July 19pl. 
3lbid» p, 16, 
^CCHEN, I. B., AND lATSCK, F. G. Gener^ Education in Sci^ce. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts! Harvard University Press, 1952. p. 2lt. 
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The History of Science and the Teaching of Science. In it he statedt 
I believe that our function as teachers in General 
Education is to help our students to like science; to enable 
them to enjoy their science course fully as much if not more 
than ttieir other courses) to give them an imderstanding of 
•rtiat science is, how scientists work, and ushat science can 
and cannot doj to show them the effects of science on 
society and of society tai science.^ 
Cohen also maintained histra-y of science is useful to both scientists 
and nmscientistst 
Frran the strict point of view of the practicing scien­
tist, a case ni€Qr be made that the history of science is not 
a primary essential at least, the history of science may be 
less essential than, say, mathematics. Yet I firmly believe 
that the history of science is useful to the scientist 
as it is to the ncaiscientist. Historians of a generation 
ago were often shocked at the violence with ndiich scientists 
rejected the history of their ovm subject as irrelevant; 
they could not understand how the members of any academic 
profession could fail to be intrigued by the study of their 
owi cultural heritage. What these historians did not grasp 
was that scientists will welccsne the history of science only 
when it has been demonstrated that this discipline can add 
to our understanding of science itself and thus help to pro­
duce, in scHae sense, better scientists.^ 
Wells3 has esphasized the importance of teaching beyond the facts 
of scienceI 
In evaluating the contributions of science and scientific 
training to the physical mental and moral maturation of secon­
dary school students, we must bear in mind the fact that the 
great majority of those enrolled will not thcmiselves become 
professional scientists. It is in the realm of social aware­
ness that integrated science education exerts its greatest 
kbid., p. 73. 
^Ibid., p. 79. 
3IELLS, HARRINGTON. Secondary Science Education. New York} McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1952. p. 367. 
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influence, for much of the life and work of the high school 
teacher -will be spent in enlightening the "average" young 
people in his classes (the rank and file of parents, ccn-
smaers, critics and voters of tcanorrow) in terms of atti­
tude, judgment and appreciation,^ 
Throughout Idie literature concerned ndth the historical approach to 
teaching science, recurring references to the scientific attitude and/or 
scientific method have been noted. There is apparently increasing agree­
ment that the scientific method is not something that can be simply 
defined ac stated in a series of definite steps. This does not preclude 
some agreement on certain minimum essentials. Examples of older and 
newer concepts of the scientific method are needed for clarity. 
Befca-e 1900 Pearson^ summarized as follows i 
The scientific method is marked 1:^ the follwidng 
features! (a) careful and accurate classification of facts 
and observations of their correlation and sequence} (b) 
the discovery of scientific laws by aid of the creative 
imaginatictti (c) self-criticism and the final touchstone of 
equal validity fear all normally constituted minds.3 
Fifty years later, except for oversimplification, Gonantit agreed 
nifith about two thirds of the foregoing: "With (b) and (c) csne can have 
little quarrel since all condensed statements of this type are necessarily 
inccanplete, but fro® (a) I dissent entirely."^ 
^Ibid., p. 31. 
2pEARSC»J, KARL, The Grammar of Science. Londoni J. M. Dent Sons 
Ltd., 1892. p. 357. 
3lbld., p. 37. 
^CCMANT, JAMES B, Science and Ccanmon Sense. New Haven» Ysle 
Itoiversity Press, 19^1 • p. 371. 
^Ibid., p. ii3. 
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Continuing Tdth regard to Pearson's work, Conant said. 
If science wsre as simple as this very readable account 
would have \is believe, ifuhy did it take so long a period of 
fmbling before scientists irere clear on seme very familiar 
matters 
Conant T»as evidently cwisidering the delayed merging of the em­
pirical work of skilled artisans with the thinking of learned men when 
he wrotes 
As I interpret the history of science, the sudden burst 
of activity in the seventeenth centtiry iiiiich conteii^oraries 
called the "new philosophy" OT the "experimental philosophy" 
was the result of the union of three streams of thought and 
acticHi* These may be designated as (1) speculative thinking 
(2) deductive reascaiing (3) cut-and-try or empirical experi­
mentation,2 
Conant later called the foregoing, "The three elements in modern 
science . * j^ot completely reject conventional statements 
about the scientific methodi 
I have read statements about the scientific method which 
describe fairly acciirately the activity of an estperimental 
scientist on majxy occasions (but not all). They run about 
as follows: (1) a problem is recognized and an objective 
formulatedJ (2) all the relevant information is collected 
(many a hidden pitfall lies in the word "relevant 1")} (3) 
a working i^othesis is formulated} (U) deductions from the 
hypothesis are drawnj (5) the deductions are tested by 
actual trial; (6) depending on the outccane, the working 
hypothesis is accepted, modified or discarded.^ 
Furtoer in his writing, Conant made it clear he did not consider 
the foregoing to be "all" there is to science and that as such he did 
Ijbid,, p, ii3» 
^Ibid., p. 
3lbld.. p. U9. 
^Ibid., p, So, 
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not believe in "the scientific method". This point of view tends to 
suamarize current -siriting on the subject. 
Ihde^ has recently maintained that the scientific method can be 
taiight and learned even idthout being defined. He virote! 
Just •what is scientific method? ... I must sulxnit 
that I really don't Icnow, It is scaoething like trying to 
define democaracy or truth. It is the sort of thing all 
of us . . . work •srith but ... T»hich we really do not 
understand ... 
How then, if we do not understand it, can we teach 
scientific method? The problem is not utterly hopeless 
for we can utilize two approaches which will make experi­
ence with the scientific method a part of the students 
development. Student experience with scientific method 
can best be gaineds (1) by observing and manipulating 
nature (the laboi'atory approach), and (2) examining 
the observatims and manipulations of original investi­
gation (the historical approach) ... 
The historical approach to science instruction is 
merely sound teaching since it enables the student to 
see knowledge of the subject revealed in the manner in 
which it unfolded before the eyes of the greatest in­
vestigators in the field ... (without the historical 
approach) we expect the student to l^-pass those 
essentials that practicing chemists had to master before 
they could proceed . . .2 
Ihde was so convinced of advantages in the historical approach he 
has gathered a list of references for historical material. He stated, 
"Cqpies may be obtained writing to me at the Chemistry Department 
(University of Wisconsin)".3 
^IHDS,A&R® J. "Learning the Scientific Method Through the Histcri-
cal Approach." School Science said Mathematics. 53« 637-6u3} November 
1953. 
2lbid., p. 639. 
3lbid., p. 6k3» 
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Jaffe's^ recent "Hriting has provided a suiamary of the case of the 
use of historical and biographical materials in high school chemistry 
classes. Mth over thirty years experience as a chemistry teacher he 
has maintained that by slighting historical and biographical information, 
" , , , ws are missing an opportunity to produce more and better 
scientists and mere well-rounded citissena".^ 
He began using biographical material to ccaabat lack of interest in 
his high school chemistry classes# Success was reported as follonsj 
A rich background was what I needed and I set out to 
get it» Soon I was using biographical material and other 
historical sidelights as a motivation in the teaching of 
chemistry. I really warmed up to this new toolj iiy 
enthusiasm carried over. loung people enjoy a good stoiy» 
They imbibed the more strictly factual information less 
painfully. I started out to overccaae the lethargy of ngr 
classes, and as I pictured the development of chemistry as 
a product of hxman achievement I was thrust more and more 
into the role of a modest historian of chemistry.3 
Jaffe reported his piqsils received cultural valuest 
The historical approach has also subtle, inspirational 
overtones. Pew of our high stmool boys and girls have had 
any real ccnception of the spirit of the men of science — 
the impelling sense of curiosity, the mighty guiding urge, 
and the all-consuming fire sustaining them during centuries 
of incessant labor.« 
Considerable attention was given by Jaffe to effectiveness of the 
historical approach in teaching the methods of scientists: 
^JAFFE, BERKAiffi, "Using the History of Chemistry in Our Teaching." 
Journal of ChKaical Education. 32: 183-185} April 1955* 
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The u«e of the history of science in the teaching of 
hi^~8ohool dttendstry reached out even b^ond its valtie 
far the sustaining of interest;^ motivaticmj, and inspiration. 
As I dt^ deeper into the business of witing of the histcoy 
of ch^dstry, I realized mtare and more that through this 
approadh the more enduring goals of science teaching could 
be attained more successfully* I am certain that at the 
hi^-sdiool level, at leasts the most important objective 
of science instouotic»i is to inculcate and spread more 
Tddely the habits of scientific thinking and acting. It 
is generally known that nearly all the facts and formulas 
of elementary ch«Bistry disappear rather quickly. The 
scientist's method of approaching and solving problems has 
a better chance of being retained longer. An effective vsy 
to teach the methods of science is to show ho* our great 
scientists reached their goals and how their minds worked in 
t^e process. Chemistry is studded with examples of the 
spirit and methods of science and offers striking 
illustrations of all of them.^ 
Jaffe finally included the argument that the use of historical and 
biographical material in high sdiool chemistry classes could increase 
interest of pupils in the profession of teaching sciencet 
A final reason for using the historical backgrourid in 
the teaching of chemistry is its value in the recruiting 
of science teach«cs, especially at this time ytien there is 
a very critical shortage of such teachers throu^out the 
country. In a report issued late in 19^3 by & dis­
tinguished @roup of science educators, *Critical Years 
Ahead in Science Teaching', one of the suggestions listed 
is for hi^-sdiool teadiers to work deliberately to en­
courage pupils to consider science as a vocation. At 
present we are failing to make science in its broadest 
sense attractive to the hi^-school population, was one 
of the conclusions ccmtained in last year's reprart of a 
ccanmittee of the Central Association of Science and 
Mathcaaatics teachers . • . Marqr a young man or wcman 
was started on 'Wiis road throu^ the inspiration of seme 
diemistry teacher itoo was able to arouse his interest 
and enthusiasm throu# case histories and stories of the 
great pioneers of chemistry 
Ii8 
The review of literetitre from 1925 to 1955 revealed subjective 
evidence that more history and biography should be used in chemistry 
classe.s. The study that follows has attempted to get objective answers 
to certain aspects of the questions nihat happens #ien class time is 
taken from the usual class time to present biographical sketdies? 
U9 
III. GCKTROL AND EXPERIMBJTAL COKDITICNS 
This stiu^ has been conducted in toes, Iowa. The cit^ of Mes was 
platted in 1865 and incorporated in 1870. It is repcarted to be Iowa's 
fastest growing city. Iowa State College and the State Highway 
Cc8dEnission are here located. The rapid growth of each has contributed, 
both directly and indirectly, to the rapid population growth of Ames. 
Data from the federal census reports show that Ames increased in 
populaticai by 81i5 percent from 1900 to 1950. The 1950 report listed the 
Ames population as 22,8985 of which approximately 8,000 were resident 
students at Iowa State College. In 1955| 'with 9,167 resident students 
at I.S.C. the Ames population estimate was 26,917* 
Ames has remained a residential and institutional city. The Negro 
and foreign (bilingual) population, for all practical purposes, was 
nonexistent. In 1955 approximately 6 square miles were included with 
the corporate limits. Nearly 30 percent of this area was state-owned 
property. Disregarding the college enrollment, an average of 3.5 
persons lived in each of 5»083 residential units. Of these residential 
units 27.li percent were less than 10 years old* 
The residents of Ames, over the years, have been predcmdnantly 
middle-class irtien appraised on the basis of econcmiic level* Although 
no evidence is available for substantiation, it is probable that 
extreme departiares frcmi middle-class econtMlc level, both high and low, 
are less in Ames than those generally prevailing in cities of the size 
of Ames. 
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A* Aloes High Sdiool 
Astes Hi^ School for max^y years has been operated on the 6-3^3 plan. 
The three year enrollment has averaged approximately 500 students dviring 
•toe 5 years preceding this studjy. 
The mean nmber of graduates each year frora Ames High School was 
150 irm 1950 to 19Sk inclusive as shovtn in Table 1* The mean number 
of these graduates vriio had received credit in diemistry was 82 .ii. On 
an average then, Sk»9 percent of the Ames High Scdiool graduates had 
received credit for a full year of high stdiool chemistry during the 
5-year period* 
Evidence is difficult to obtain vhidn will yield a valid ccssp&riscm 
of the percentage o£ high s<^ool graduates yiho have received credit in 
chCTiistry between Ames High Schools and other hi^ schools in the United 
States. The most pertinent study, perhaps, was one made by Brownl based 
Ml a 10 percent sample of public high schools. He found1 
1. Half of the hi^ sdioole offered di«d.stry* 
2. The enrollment in chemistiy (1472,700) was equal to 31.9 
percent of the number of students in the 11th grade. 
3. The number of students enrolled in chemistry has increased 
twenty fold in the last 60 years but the percentage has 
not increased. 
The percentile enrolled in chemistay, 31.9 percent is not directly 
^BRO?®, KEtiNETH, Researcher at U.S. Office of Education, Washington, 
B.C. IJBpublished SttwHy on Enrollii»nt in High School Science. (Informa­
tion in private ccoBBunication from Ellsworth S. Obourn, U.S. Office of 
Educati<m» February 9, 1956. 
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Table 1 
Mobb High School Graduates and Iowa State College 
C5heinistry Grades 
Year 
1555—I55I—1555—1555—1555: Mean 
Three year high school 
enrollment Ui9 U57 h95 507 530 U87.6 
Number of graduates 153 lUl 153 lUU 159 150.0 
Graduates nith high school 
chemistry ^ 77 65 87 87 96 82 .U 
Percentage of graduates with 
(me year of high school 
chemistry 50.3^ h6,l% 56.956 60,U^ 60.U^ 5ii.9^ 
Ntmber of high sdiool chemistry 
students in ea(di class Kho later 
took diemislary 101 at I.S.C* 31 18 29 28 3U 28,0 
Percent of A.H.S. chemistj?y 
students utoo later took chem­
istry 101 at I.S.C. liO.O^ 39.1^ 38.USg 32.3^ 35.5^ 37.0^ 
Mean grade point of A.H.S. 
ch^Klstry students in chem­
istry 101 at I.S.C. 2.65 2.9U 2.72 2.6U 3.03 2.80 
cognparable to the 5U.9 percent of AmB8 High School graduates vi^o have 
credit fca« high scdiool chemistry. An unknown number of 11th grade students 
have been included in the denominator in obtaining the national percentage 
1^10 have had no opportunity to receive chemistry credit since me-half 
of the public high schools did not offer chemistry. It is not possible 
to multiply this national percentage 1:^ two since schools not offering 
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chemistry tend to be the smaller schools# 
As a result of the Brown study, it is apparent that the percentage 
of 11th grade high school students enrolled in chemistry who have had the 
opportunity to enroll lies between 31*9 percent aand 63.8 percent* It is 
evident that the chemistry enrollment at Ames High School has been mare 
nearly typical of high schools that offered chemistry than would have 
been expected from scsae popular press articles that have indicated as 
few as one student in eleven enrolled in chaaistry* 
During the five year period from 1950 to 195U# Ah»s High School had 
a mean number of li87.6 students in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades, as 
shown in Table 1. To have a number comparable to nationwide figures 
available frcm the United States Office of Education^ it would be 
necessary to have a four year high school. An approximate number to use 
for compariscai was U/3 x 1^87.6 or 650.13» Using the adjusted mean 
annual Ames Hi^ School enrollment of 82.U the percentage of the total 
enrolljnent taking chemistry was 12.7 percent. This percentage was 
higher than national figures. It should be considered, however, iiiat 
these data included information fran schools in #iich no chemistry was 
offered. The following information2 yras f\irnished with regard to 
chaaistryi 
^United States Office of Education. Offerings and Enrollments in 
High-sdiool Subjects. Washington, D. C., ^ 107. 
2lbid.^ p. 107. 
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Year Nte&ber Percent Year NtMber Percent 
1890 20,503 10.1 1922 159,U13 7.U 
1900 U0,08ii 7.7 1928 20U,69U 7.1 
1910 50,923 6.9 193U 339,769 7.6 
1915 86,031 7.U 19ii9 ltl2,U01 7.6 
Among the students lAio took a full year of chenistry at Ames High 
School, approxiHiately 37 percent also took Chendstjy 101 at Iowa State 
College as shoim in fable 1* These individuals received a mean grade 
point of 2,8 in CJhemistry 101 on the basis of A « U, B * 3» G » 2, 
D « 1 and F « 0. On the same basis. Hunter^ found, in the fall quarter 
of 19h7 ishen 1252 students registered in Freshman diemistry at Iowa 
State College, that the male engineering students i»ho had also taken 
chei&istry in high school secured a mean grade in Iowa State College 
Chemislay 101 of 2.11i» 
A more meaningful comparison betuveen the Ames Hi^ School students 
and tiie foregoing engineering students inho have taken chemistry may be 
found by eliminating all students from Ames other than those registering 
in engineering# Of the lUO Ames High School chemistry students vAio took 
Chemistry 101 at Iowa State College, 59 were engineering students. The 
mean grade point average in chemistry for these 59 students was 2,81 or 
about two-thirds of a letter mark higher than it was for the 228 similar 
students reported by Hunter, With the 59 students the chemistry marks 
Hunter, ULLIAM ANIHEW. Effect ^  ^  stu^y of chemistry to High 
School Upon A^ievement in Beginning ^rodst^ in College, Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Ames, Towa, Iowa State College Library, 19U8, p. 28, 
Trere* 18 A*b} 16 B*sj 21 C'si and li D's. 
From the information shown by Hunter^, a mean hi^ school average 
of 2.97 was found, as contrasted to the 2.88 from the 59 Ames students. 
The mean total score an the ACE examination was 121.3 fw the Hunter 
group £uid 1214.1 tcBc the Ames group. The similnrity of these means yields 
little evidence to suggest that Ames High School students who have taken 
diaaistry in Ames High School and in other hi^ sdiools differ in student 
ability as indicated by these two aptitude variables. 
A regression equation was developed from the Hunt«E'2 information and 
was found to be 
I a O.882I4XX + 0.00613X2 - 1.2268 
where 
I « predicted 101 chemistry mark 
* high school average 
X2 ® ACE total score 
A predicticai was made for each of the 59 Ames students who entered 
engineering. The actual chOTtistry mark was greater than ttie prediction 
for U8 students and was smaller for the remaining 11 students. These 
discrepancies between actual marks and prediction marks <m an average 
was 0.717i or almost three-fourths of a letter mark. A test of signifi­
cance was made of this mean difference from aero and yielded a t«value 
of 7.39# significant far beyond the 15? level. 
%1MTER, Ibid., p. 31. 
, p. 31. 
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Ho hypotheses are proposed iihich might suggest reasons for the Ames 
High School students' superiority in Chemistry 101 over that of other 
engineering students of approximately similar aptitude as indicated by 
ACE scores or high school averages* 
The median IQ of high school seniors varies ft'om community to 
community# The median IQ, also, varies from one grade level to another. 
Information in the manual of the California Short-Fcarm Test of Mental 
Maturity is shown in Table 2. The median IQ increases, as expected, frcan 
grade level to grade level. The median IQ for 25,000 youth in the 12th 
grade was reported to be 105* 
Table 2 
Medians and Standard Deviations of the IQ's of 
Populations of Different Educational Levels 
Population Number of Median Standard 
Cases for Base IQ Deviation 
Normal 100,000 100 16 
Ninth grade 25,000 101.5 15.5 
Tenth grade 25,000 103.0 15.5 
Eleventh grade 25,000 loU.o 15.5 
Twelfth grade 25,000 105.0 15.0 
College Freshmen 15,000 110.0 lli.O 
College Sophonuares 1,000 IIU.5 13.5 
College graduates 2,000 125.0 12.0 
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The median IQ for Ames Hi^ School seniors ims 110^ as shown in 
Table 3« The IQ's varied from less than 75 to more than lUO. Regardless 
of the disca-epancy betvfeen the median IQ for Ames and the national norms, 
the distribution of IQ*s for Ames, as shown in Table 3$ "was not radically 
atypical from high school seniors in general# Among Ames High School 
seniors the median IQ was llli for students electing chemistry and 106 fcr 
those not electing chemistry# 
Table 3 
IQ's of Ames High School Seniors for 195U-1955 
and 1955-1956 
Percentile Twelfth Oarade 
IQ N(»ibs Ames High 
All nth tithout 
Chemistry ChKaistry 
95 
90 
80 
70 
60 
13lt 
125 
120 
115 
110 
128 
12U 
120 
116 
112 
130 
126 
123 
119 
116 
122 
119 
113 
110 
108 
50 
UO 
30 
20 
10 
5 
105 
100 
96 
91 
85 
78 
110 
107 
105 
101 
96 
92 
lilt 
110 
108 
105 
101 
96 
106 
103 
100 
97 
92 
85 
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Scientific interest of the Ames High School seniors was measured 
the Kuder Preference Eecord, Vocational, Frarm CH. These senicsrs differed 
very little from the populaticsis used for obtaining the norms shown on 
the Kuder Profile Sheet. 
For the measures taken prior to the hi^ sdiool chemistry course^j 
the norins of imes Hi^ School seniors were similar to the norms furnished 
hy Kuder for haya and girls* as indicated 1:^ Tables U and 5* At each 
decile the agreement between the fca-egoing norms was very high. In both 
tables the norms of the pupils "who elected chemistry tended to be higher 
and norms of the pupils "who did not elect diemistry tended to be lower 
than the Kuder normfi , 
Information available from IQ*s and scientific interests yield 
little evidence to indicate that generalizations draisn frcan Ames High 
School are not applicable to all high sdiools in the IMited States* 
Small differences in median values may or msy not prevail. The isnportant 
consideration from the standpoint of generalization is the similarity of 
Ames High School students to the general high school population receiv­
ing credit for high school chemistry. The overlapping in the distri­
butions of IQ's, scientific interests and other student characteristics 
far overshadows slight differences in median values. 
Until such a time idien evidence suggests otheriidse, inferences 
concerning the effectiveness of increased emphasis upon biogr^hical 
sketches drawn frcm Ames High Sdiool are assumed to be reasonably valid 
for the population consisting of all high sdiool students of chemistry 
in the tt:iited States. 
^8 
Table k 
Sccres <xi the Kuder Scientific Interest of Ames High 
School Senior Bpys for 195U-1955 and 1955-1956 
Kuder Kuder All Non-
Percentile Group Ames High Chem Chem 
95 62 60 62 52 
90 57 57 60 50 
85 55 55 58 U7 
80 52 53 56 m 
75 50 51 5U 39 
70 U8 k9 52 38 
65 li6 hS 51 36 
60 hh hh U9 35 
55 U3 hZ U8 3k 
50 lil ho U6 33 
39 38 iOi 32 
ko 38 36 U2 31 
35 36 3U ItO 29 
30 35 32 38 27 
25 33 30 36 26 
20 31 28 33 25 
15 29 26 29 23 
10 26 23 26 22 
5 22 16 15 16 
B, Mthout Emphasis cai Biographical Sketches 
The 9U pupils enrolled in cheaislay for the entire school year 
19^-1955 at Ames High School provided the control group of this investi­
gation. Eadi pupil in this group was assigned to one of the first four 
class periods in the school day of six periods as shoroi in Table 6. 
Each class period was scheduled 55 minutes in length i«hida was stifficienb 
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Table 5 
Scores on the Kuder Scientific Interest of Aines High 
School Senior Girls for 19^-19^^ and 1955-1956 
Kuder Kuder All Non-
Percentile (S:*oup Ames High Chem Chem 
95 53 56 hh 
90 h6 hh li7 38 
85 U3 lil ii3 33 
80 ho 36 hO 31 
75 37 33 37 30 
70 3h 32 35 28 
65 33 30 33 27 
60 31 29 32 25 
55 29 27 31 22 
50 28 26 30 21 
U5 26 25 29 20 
ho 25 23 26 18 
35 2h 21 25 16 
30 22 20 25 15 
25 21 18 23 15 
20 19 16 21 lit 
15 18 15 20 12 
10 16 13 19 11 
. 5 13 10 Hi 8 
tiae to satisfy the North Central Association requirements fcr either 
recitation or for laboratory periods. Periods I, II and III wsr© morn­
ing periods and Period I¥ the first one after lunch. All fo\ir classes 
met daily, 5 days per week through the regular sdiool year. 
During the school year 195It-1955 the investigator taught all the 
chemistry classes at Ames High School, The methods of instruction were 
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Table 6 
Ames High School Chemistry Classes in the Ccmtrol 
Group, 195U-195^ 
Enroljjaent 
Period Meeting Time Boys Girls total 
I 8i58 - 12 12 2h 
II 9:56 -lOiSl Ih 9 23 
III 10t5h -llthP 13 9 22 
IV Itoo " 1j55 13 12 25 
Total Enrollment 52 l;2 9U 
Percentage of Enrollment 55.3$ hh.7$ 100.055 
those developed by several years of experience in science teaching. 
Included in the instruction were lectures, recitations, special reports, 
demonstrations, individual laboratory irork, visual aids, an occasiwml 
visiting speaker and an occasicaial field trip* 
All high school chemistry classes were held in Room 211 in the 
high school building. The facilities were conventional. Room 211 had 
tables and chairs in the firont for class irork and lockers •with sinks, 
water and gas in the rear for laboratory work. A large demonstration 
table was m a platform, center-front. The only aadiaust flij® was a 
aaall, wall-type flue at the rear of the rocan. The administration 
furnished materials for class work as requested by the teacher. 
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The laboratory work was particularly flexible. With equipment 
available in the classrocan and with each period long enough for a well-
organized e3q>eriment, the laboratory work was done at the time it was 
most needed in the course. 
Carefully selected 16 mm films were ordered a year in advance in an 
effort to have a certain film the day it would add most to the current 
urdt. Although a special visual aids room was available, most 16 mm 
films were shown in Rocan 211. Bf advanced planning it was also possible 
to have steip film, slide and opaque pro;jectors on the exact day^ 
required by the coiarse. 
The basic textbook^ was furnished for each high sdiool chemistry 
student. It was a conventional high sdiool chemistry textbook and to 
scaae extent, it contained information concerning the i^n who developed 
the science of chemistry. The chemistry course for the control grov?> of 
this investigation did not emphasize the lives of famoxus chemists any 
more than would be expected from textbook content or from student class­
room reaction. 
Assignment sheets were available for each student for moat of the 
units throughout the year. They were available for each of the first 
seven units. Since the first seven units were used to obtain the 
% 
criterion fca* achievement in fundamentals of chemistry, a copy of the 
assignment sheets for the first seven units has been placed in the 
Appendix. Information not underlined on the assignment sheets was 
available to the control grot?) in this investigation. 
^JAFFE, BEHHARD. New World of Chemistry. New Torki Silver Bwdett 
Company, 19U7« 
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C. nth Emphasis on Biographical Sketches 
The 91 pupils enrolled in chemistry the first week of the school 
year 1955-1956 at Ames High School provided the students needed iar the 
e3q5erimental group in this investigation. The four chemistry classes 
in the experimental group were similar in size to those of the control 
group shown in Tables 6 and ?• They met at the same hours of the day and 
for the same length of time. Both groups met in the same classrocsa, had 
the same equipment and materials available, used the same basic textbook 
and had the same teadier. 
Table 7 
Mes High School Chemistry Classes in the 
Experimental Group, 1955-1956 
Enrollment 
Period Meeting Time Boys Girls Total 
I 8J58 - 9j53 13 11 2li 
II 9:56 -10:51 15 8 23 
III 10s5U -11:U9 16 6 22 
I¥ IsOO - It55 17 5 22 
Total Enrollment 6l 30 91 
Percentage of l&irollment 67% 33^ lOOjS 
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There was, however, disproportionality with regard to sex. The 
control groi^ was percent boys and Ui,7 percent girls whereas 
experimental group was 67.0 percent boys and 33.0 percent girls. 
In every respect except one, the teacher attempted to keep the 
teaching methods the same for the control group and far the experimental 
groxjp. The sane amount of time for each of the first seven chemistry 
units was available for the experimental group as for the control group. 
The assignments for each regular class period are shown in the Appendix, 
The parts not underlined were assigned to both groups. 
The teaching method that differed from the control groxip to the 
experimental group was with regard to the biographical sketches that 
were presented in the classes of the experimental group. The underlined 
parts of the copy of the assignment sheets, which were concerned with 
biographical sketches, were included in assignment sheets presented to 
the esperiiaental group but not included in assignment sheets presented 
to the control group. 
The first biographical sketch was presented to the experimental 
group hy the teacher as a guide to students who would give other 
biographical sketches later. At the time of the teacher's presentation 
of the first biographical sketch, the students received copies of (l) 
instructions for the biography section of the ch^nistry notebook shown 
in the Appendix, (2) guide notes for the report m Aristotle which 
followed the foregoing instructions, (3) a bibliograpl^ of histories and 
biographies of chemists, shown in the Appendix, which included selected 
references from a list furnished by Ihde^ and (U) a list of chrasists, 
shofsm in the ^pendix, frcm -which each student was asked to select one 
subject fear his own biographical sketch presentation. 
The teacher and students discussed instructions for the presentation 
of biographical sketches. It was emphasized that the reporter should 
follow a plan *ihich would enable class members to take notes according 
to the notebook instructions, aa shown in the Appendix. It was further 
emphasized that notes from biographical sketches should be filed in 
chronological order, according to some iEjportant date from the scientists 
biograpby. It was explained this procedure would help the student fix 
in irf.nd the correct period of time in which the scientist made his cm-
tributions. 
It was further emphasized by the discussion that although personal 
items in the scientists life were difficult to obtain, they had been 
found to make striking contributions to biographical sketches. 
The most subtle part of the outline for biographical sketches was 
section IV, "Problems the Scientist Faced and the He Solved Them," 
As reports were given later by students the tendency was to list hjcidicaps 
under this section. It was necessary for the teadier to keep struggling 
with the idea that this section was for a statement of the science prob­
lems the scientist recognized, outlined or limited awd then atterapted to 
solve. The teacher usually found it necessary to summarize this section 
and to stress methods used by the scientist which appeared to lead to 
^IHDE, liiRQ! J, "Learning the Scientific Method Throu^ the Histori­
cal Approach," School Science and Mathematics. S3s637-^3; Kovember 
1953. 
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success. 
As a final pai't of the discussion regarding presentation of 
biographical sketches, plans were made for inspection of the biograptiioal 
notebooks. A conplete file of the biographical sketches was made a 
requirement of eadu student in the experimental group. 
The review of related literature had revealed that most of the 
teachers isiio had tried historical and biographical material in chemistry 
classes reccraaended that collections, in ccainection with the reports, 
were hi^ly motivating. The teacher of the classes in this investi­
gation had no original manuscripts, books, glassware or other items 
connected with the scientific lives of the famous chemists. He did, 
however, arrange certain visual aids as a substitute. Using a reflex 
camera with auxiliary lenses he photographed pictures in books and other 
publications. By purchasing Kodochrome film, four 36-exposure rolls at • 
a time, he was able to have 2 inch by 2 inch slides at a cost of apprcad-
mately eleven cents each. 
Slides were used with each of the biographical sketches. Th^ were 
shown after the report and after a short discussion period. The slides 
stimulated a short review of the important items in the report. Students 
were apparently interested in slides that showed sudi things as the notes 
on atcanic wei^ts as photographed from Dalton's own notebook, the photo­
graph of Faraday's laboratory, the handwriting, signatures and pictures 
of famous chanists. 
Although students were asked to aim at 10 minute repca:'ts on their 
biographies, the time actually used was more than 10 minutes. Including 
time for an introduction, the repca't, question period and showing of 
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slides, the mean time required was 20 minutes per biographical sketch. 
This did not include time for making or discussing Mograpt^r asaigniaents 
nor for biographical notebook inspections. 
The number of biographical sketches presented in each of the first 
seven chemistry units is shoim in Table 3» 
Table 8 
Qaphasis on Biographical Sketches in the 
Experimental Grot?) 
Eknphasis 
Inforaaticai 
Unit Number 
f—iTTn—ff—7 n m 
For All 
Seven 
Units 
Number of Class Periods 6 U 5 7 8 6 6  i i 2  
Glass Time (Approx. in 
Mnutes) 330 220 27$ 385 UtO 330 330 2310 
Htmber of Biographic^L 
Sketches U 1 1 1 6 1 2  1 6  
Time Spent idth Biographi­
cal Sketches (Approx» of 
Minutes) 60 20 20 20 120 20 liO 320 
Percentage of Glass Time 
Spent ndth Biographical 
Sketches 2U.2 9.1 7.3 5.2 27.3 6.1 12.2 13.9 
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In all seven vaiits a total of l6 biogrsphical sketdies were pre­
sented to the ejjperimental group. In the experimental group, for the 
entire seven units, approximately II4 percent of the class time isras used 
far biographical sketches# Periods used for the unit tests were not 
considered in determining the class time sho-svn in Table 8. dlass time 
for each of the seven units was the same fear the experimental and the 
control groixps. The same amount of time was used for testing the 
experimental group as was used for testing the control group. 
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IV. METHOD OF HiOCEDURE 
Information needed for this study was obtained frcan records avail­
able in the Ames High School and from data personally collected by the 
investigatcar • 
From Ames High School data were assembled as followss (1) the most 
recently recorded IQ, (2) grades for two semesters of plane geometry, 
(3) four standard scores from the Iowa Tests of Educational Developmentj 
£»rie for backgroTjnd in natural sciences; one for ability to interpret 
readings in natural sciences} one for ability to do quantitative thinking} 
and a ccasposite score, (U) the Kuder Preference Record score most 
recently available prior to the chemistry course. These data were 
obtained for their possible usefulness as ccaitrol factors in testing the 
hypotheses included in this study. 
The investigator personally collected the criterion scores for each 
of the six objectives chosen for this study. These objectives werej 
Fundamentals of high school chemistry 
Men and events in ch^stry 
Scientific method 
Scientific attitude 
Scientific interest 
Science activities and ambitions 
These objectives and their evaluation will be described individually in 
the sections which follow. 
In the evaluation of the criteria, it is likely the usefulness of 
control factors may vary frcm one criterion to another. Preliminary 
investigation of the usefulness suggested that the geometry grade and 
the IQ be retained for control throughout this study. The dioice of 
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these two variables was based largely upon correlations idth the criteria, 
although the usual availability of such factors i»as also considered# 
It appeared to be desirable to stratify on the basis of sex since 
•with scsae of the criteria sex differences might be quite prono\mced» If 
stratification is to be made by sex disproportiraaality can be seen to 
exist between the control group with 53 percent boys and the experimental 
group with 6? percent boys as sho-wn in Table 9. 
Table 9 
Students in Chemistry Available for Sample 
Groi^i Bc^im Girls Both 
Available Sample Available Sample Available Sample 
Experimental 61 50 30 30 91 80 
Control 50 la 30 92 80 
Total 112 100 71 60 183 160 
Since the usual formulas for analysis of variance and of covariance 
demand propractionality it was necessary to choose a sample in -which the 
percentage of boys and girls would be the same for the control and 
experimental groups# Since the ma;5or hypo"Uieses to be tested -were ivith 
regard to the control and essperimental groups rather than m the basis 
of sex, a sample was needed which would furnish the largest number for 
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these two groups in ushich proportionality covild be obtained. Thus the 
sample used in tills study consisted of 50 bo^ and 30 girls in the ccaitrol 
group and the same numbers in the experimental group, a total of 160 
students. Students available but not needed in the sample -were eliminated 
by the use of a table of rand cm numbers. 
The similarity between the control and experimental groups may be 
noted from the mean IQ's shcnsn in Table 10. The experimental group 
excells on an average by 0.9 of an IQ point and the girls exceed the 
boys by 2,14.3 IQ points. A test of significance was made by an analysis 
of variance of the IQ'a and is shown in Table 11. Mo significant 
differences were found. 
Table 10 
Mean IQ's of Experimental and Control Groups 
for Boys and Girls 
Sex 
Group Boys Girls Both 
Ej^erimental llu.26 115.87 llu.86 
CcKitrol 112.7li 116.00 113.96 
Total 113.50 115.93 llU.Ul 
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Table 11 
Analysis of Variance of IQ's for Experimental 
and Control Groups fear Bqys and Qirls 
Source Degrees Sum 
of of of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square t 
Experimental~Contr ol 1 32.UO 32 .UO 0.5U 
^ex 1 222.OU 222,Oli 1.I42 
Interaction 1 25.63 25.63 0.U8 
mthin 156 17200.71 110.26 
Total 159 m80,78 
The control group and the experimental group -sfere also similar •with 
regard to achievement in geometiy as shown in Table 12. The control 
group isas superior by 0.5 grade points, or by l/U letter grade per 
semester. The girls excelled the boys 0.38 grado points. The results 
of an analysis of variance with respect to getsaetry grades are shown in 
Table 13• Since none of the t-valxies was significant the similarity of 
the conia'ol and experimental groups was again demonstrated. 
The analysis of covariance was the technique followed in testing 
the criteria in spite of the apparent similarity of the control and 
experimental groifl^s. The use of this technique reduces the error term 
in the test of significance enough to make the test of significance more 
sensitive than would a disregard of the control factors in the analysis. 
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Table 12 
Mean Geometrj Msrks for Experimental and Control 
Groups for Boys and Girls 
Sex 
Group Boys Girls feo^K 
Ejqierimental 5.18 5.57 5.26 
Control 5.66 5.93 5.76 
Total 5.37 5.75 5.51 
Table 13 
Analysis of Variance of Geometry Marks for Experimental 
and Control (iroupe for Boys and Girls 
So\arce Degrees Sm 
of of of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square t 
Experimental-Control 1 10,000 10.000 1.85 
Sex 1 5.U15 5.U15 1.36 
Interaction 1 0.lj27 0.1i27 0,38 
Tfl-thin 156 U5U.133 2.911 
Total 159 h69.975 
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V. FUriDMlENTALS OF HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRI 
One important objective in high school chemistry is the degree to 
whidi a student acquires a knowledge of the fundamentals of high school 
chemistry. For purposes of this study, the criterion for this objective 
was liudted to such achievement on the first seven units of the course, 
i.e., (1) matter, (2) oxygen, (3) l^ydrogen, (U) water, (5) atcans «id 
formulas, (6) equations, and (7) atmosphere. 
At the end of each unit an objective test was given to all students 
in the control and experimental groups. The test, with few exceptions, 
consisted of multiple-choice items. The sum of the scares on these seven 
units was divided by ten to jdeld a criterion score for each student. 
Theoretically, the scores could vary from a minimum of zero to a maximum 
of 90.il. vath the 160 students included in this study, the scores varied 
from U2,3 to 88.U with a mean of 71.U and a standard deviation of 11.1. 
The mean scores for boys and girls, with and without increased 
emphasis on biographical sketches, are shown in Table lii. In the san^le 
of l60 students, the girls excelled the boys in achievement of the 
fundamentals of chemistryj students in the experimental group excelled 
those in the control groupj and girls seemed to profit more than boys 
from the increased emphasis on biographical sketches. 
The differences in means, shown in Table lUi may have resulted from 
variations such as are to be expected when random samples are drawn frcm 
a single populatim. A preliminary test of significance, disregsording 
known individual differences in student aptitude, was made from an 
7k 
analysis of variance shown in Table 15. 
Table ll^ 
Mean Scores of Achievement in Fundamentals of Chemistry 
Grotip Boys Girls Both 
Experimental 73.15 76.86 7U.5U 
Cmtrol 67.92 68,87 68.28 
Total 70.5U 72.86 7i.ia 
Table 15 
Analysis of Variance of Achievement in Fundamentals 
of caiemistry 
Source of Degrees of S\m of Mean 
Variation Freedcra Squares Square t 
Experimental-Control 1 1569 1569 3.69»* 
Sex 1 203 203 1.33 
Interaction 1 72 72 0.79 
Within 156 17977 115 
Total 159 19821 
•iffi- Significant at 1^ level. 
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Evidence fr(»n this analysis failed to disprove the null l^ypothesis 
that sex differences do not exist and that boys and girls respond the 
same to the control and experimental treatment. Greater emphasis upon 
biographical sketches results, under conditions prevailing in this stud^, 
in increased achievement in the fundamentals of chemistry as evaluated. 
The foregoing inferences have been drann without regard to known 
individual differences in student aptitude. 
A more satisfactory test of significance may be obtained from an 
analysis of covariance in which some degree of control of student aptitude 
can be acccasplished. The purpose of the analysis of covariance is two­
fold, i.e., (1) to adjust the sums of squares for the main effects and 
the interaction for group differences in the means of the control vari­
ables and (2) to render tests of significance more sensitive. The former 
will be reflected in some changes in -Uie miagnitude of the sums of squares 
for the main effects and the interaction of the within sum of squares, 
the amount of the reduction being contingent i:^on the degree of relation­
ship between the criterion and the battery of control variables. 
M analysis of covariance was made so that tests of significance 
could be made with toe use of a battery of two control variables, the 
IQ and the geanetry mark. Students in the experimental group, receiving 
special emphasis on biographical sketdies, had higher IQ's on an average, 
than did students in the cmtrol group, not receiving an increased 
emphasis on such sketches, the difference being 0.9 of an IQ point. 
Students in the control group, on the other hand, received higher marks 
in gecsaetry, on an average, than did students in the experimental group, 
the difference being 0.5, or one-fourth of a letter mark for each semester. 
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The usxial methodology of covariance analysis was followed. As a 
preliminary step, sums of sqtxares and cross-products in deviation form 
were obtained frcaa the original sums shown in the Appendix. These sums 
of squares and cross-products were classified by sources of variation 
into (1) control-experimental (2) sex, (3) interaction and (I4) id thin 
subgroups. 
Four series of values were needed for the solution of the normal 
equations. One series was based on the within subgroups sms of squares 
and cross-products. The other three were obtained by adding the sums of 
squares and cross-products for each of the main effects and interaction 
to those computed for within the subgroups. 
These normal equations were solved simultaneously and the resulting 
equations in deviation form for predicting achievement in fundamentals 
of chemistry firom IQ and geometry marks are showx in Table 16, together 
with the analysis of regression for each of the four sets of normal 
equations. 
The usefulness of the control factors was indicated by a coefficient 
of mxiltiple correlation of O.788, The relative contributions of the IQ 
and geometry marks in the prediction of achievement in fundamentals of 
chemistry was lii percent and 86 percent, respectively. 
The analysis of covariance is shown in Table 17. There is a 
significant difference in achievement in the fundamentals of chemistry 
between control and experimental groups. Sex differences in such 
achievement between boys and girls could not be demonstrated. Evidence 
failed to indicate that either boys or girls profited more, ca: less, with 
increased emphasis upon biogra|diy sketches, as indicated hy the 
Table l6 
Analyses of Regressicai of Achievement in Ftindasnentals of Chemistry 
Degrees of 
Source Regression^ Sum of Sqixares Freedom for 
Total Regression Residtials Residuals 
Within plus 
C ontr ol-Experimental y = 0.22971x^ + 3.7U027X2 1951i6 10100 9hh6 155 
Within plus Sex 7 = 0.15867X^ + Ij..3ii679x2 18180 11360 6820 155 
Within plus Interaction 7 = 0.15359x3^ + U.3U676X2 I80lj9 11390 6859 155 
Within Alone 7 = 0.l576l4X^ + it.3Ul3Qx2 17977 11160 6817 15U 
= deviation score for achievement in fundamentals of chemistry 
= deviation IQ. 
= deviation gecmetry mark. 
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Table 17 
Analysis of Covariance of Achievement in 
Fundamentals of Chemistry 
Residuals 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freed cm Squares Square t 
Con-trol-Experimental 1 2629 2629 7.7CK-# 
Sex 1 3 3 0,26 
Interaction 1 U2 U2 0,96 
Hthin I5ii 6817 hh 
^ Significant at 15? level. 
non-significance of the interaction. 
The analysis of variance, shown in Table 15, and the analysis of 
covariance, shown in Table 17, indicate clearly the advantage of the 
latter, Yrtienever control variables can be identified -which correlate 
hi^ly with a criterion. The within mean square for the former was 
reduced from 115 to UU for the latter, thus reducing materially the 
dencffiiinator term used in a test of significance, tending to increase the 
t-values• 
The control-experimental mean square was 1569 in the analysis of 
variance and 2629 in the analysis of covariance. If the two groups had 
identical mean IQ's and mean geranetry marks, these two mean squares 
would be identical. The larger mean square was found in covariance, 
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indicating that, ishichever group was superior without control, its 
superiority was increased by considering the IQ and gecanetry marks for 
each student. 
The mean score for the experimental group was 7h»5k and for the 
control group it was 68,28, as shown in Table lii. The difference between 
the means was 6.26. When the differences between the mean iQ's and 
between the mean geometry marks are substituted in the within regression 
equation the ad;3usted mean difference would be 2.03 greater. Thus, if 
the two groups had identical mean IQ's and mean geometry marks, students 
with increased emphasis on biographical sketches, on an average, would 
have excelled students in the control group by 8.29. 
This adjusted mean difference represents three-fourths of a standard 
score xmit. Thus, a student making normal progress who would be in the 
50th percentile rank in the control group, would be in the 78th per­
centile rank in a group with increased emphasis upon biographical 
sketches• 
It was not unexpected to find evidence in this stuc^ to sub­
stantiate the effectiveness of using biographical sketches in the teach­
ing of high school chemistry. This point of view has been often expressed 
in science education periodicals. It uras unexpected to find the 
magnitude of this effectiveness so great idien evaluated in terms of 
achievement in the fundamentals of chemistry since class time spent with 
biographical sketches reduced the class time spent in other learning 
activities. 
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?I. I/EN AND EVEi^TS K CHEMISTRY 
At least frc® a cultitral point of view the degree to whidx a student 
acquires knowledge of men and events in chemistry is an acceptable 
objective in high sdiool cheiaistry. For purposes of this study the 
oritericTi for the foregoing objective was limited to the score on a 
53-item, multiple-choice test shovm in the Appendix. Students in,the 
control and experimental groups vrere informed before the test was given 
that the score on this test would be considered in arriving at a final 
mark for the course. 
The test was given to all students in the control and experimental 
groups after pertinent material has been covered in the course. The same 
amoimt of time for the test was available to each group. Answers to all 
53 items appeared in the course textbook a copy of which was in the hands 
of each student in both groups. The 53-item test was scored one point 
for each correct response and the 160 scores from the sample used in 
this stu<^ varied from 13 to with a mean of 26,9 and a standard 
deviation of 7.5. The estimated coefficient of reliability was 0.77. 
The mean scores for students, with and without increased emphasis 
on biographical sketches, are shown in Table 18. In the sample of 160 
students, those in the experimental group excelled those in the control 
group 6.66 in the achievement of men and events in chemistry. The 
girls profited more than the boys by the increased ei^hasis on 
biographical sketches. A preliminary test of significance, disregard­
ing individual differences in student aptitude, was made from an analysis 
of variance shown in Table 19. The highly significant t-value for 
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Table 18 
Mean Scores of Achievement in Men and Events in Chemistry 
Sex 
Qroup Boys Girls 
Experimental 29.16 32,01 30.25 
Control 2U.3I4 22.33 23.59 
Total 26.75 27.20 26.92 
Table 19 
Analysis of Variance of Achievement in Men 
and Events in Chemistry 
Source of Degrees of Svim of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square t 
Contr ol-Exp erimental 1 1775.56 1775*56 6,31-»* 
Sex 1 7.59 7.59 O.Ul 
Interaction 1 226.32 226.32 2*25''^ 
mthin 156 6952.U7 Ui.57 
Total 159 8961.9I4 
Significant at S% level, Significant at 1.% level. 
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control-experimental in Table 19 shows that greater emphasis upon 
biographical sketches results, under conditions present in this study, 
in increased achievement in men and events as evaluated# The t-value 
for interaction is significant at the $% level and indicates boys and 
girls responded in a significantly different manner in the control and 
experimental groups. Kovsfever, evidence from this analysis failed to 
disprove the null hypothesis that sex differences do not exist. The 
foregoing inferences were drawi without regard to known individual 
differences in student aptitude. 
A more satisfactory test of significance may be obtained frcaa an 
analysis of covariance in which some degree of control of student 
aptitude can be acccsnplished. The purpose of the analysis of covariance 
is two-fold, i.e., (1) to adjust the sums of squares for the main 
effects and the interaction for group differences in the means of the 
control variables and (2) to render tests of significance more sensitive. 
The former will be reflected in some changes in the magnitude of the 
sums of squares for the main effects and the interaction of the within 
sum of squares, the amount of the reduction being contingent upon the 
degree of relationship between the criterion and the battery of control 
variables. 
An analysis of covariance was made so that tests of significance 
could be made with the siraviltaneous use of two control variables, the IQ 
and the geometa:'y mark. Students in the experimental group, receiving 
special emphasis on biographical sketches, had higher IQ's on an average, 
than did students in the control group, not receiving an increased 
emphasis csi such sketches, the difference being 0,9 of an IQ point. 
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Students in the con1*rol group, on the other hand, received higher marks 
in geranetry, on an average, than did students in the experimental group, 
the difference being 0,5, or one-fourth of a letter mark for each semester. 
In following the usual methodology of analysis of covariance, the 
sums of squares and cross-products in deviation farm were obtained frcm 
the original sums shown in the Appendix. These sums of squares and 
cross-products were classified sources of variation into (1) control-
experimental, (2) sex, (3) interaction and (li) within subgrotps. 
Four series of values were needed for the solutirai of normal 
equations. One series was based on the within subgroups sums of squares 
and cross-products. The other three were obtained by adding the sums of 
squares and cross-products for each of the main effects and interaction 
to those computed for within the subgroups. 
These normal equations were solved simultaneously and the resulting 
equations in deviation form for predicting achievement in men and events 
in chemistry frcan IQ's and geometry marks, together with the analysis of 
regression for each of the four sets of normal equations, are shown in 
Table 20. 
The usefulness of the control factors was indicated by a coefficient 
of multiple correlation of 0.58?. The relative contribution of the IQ. and 
the geometry mark in the prediction of achievement in men and events was 
32 percent and 68 percent, respectively. 
The analysis of covariance is shown in Table 21. There is a 
significant difference in achievement in men and events in chemistry 
between control and experimental groups. Sex differences in such 
adiievement between boys and girls was not demonstrated. Evidence did 
Table 20 
Analysis of Regression of Achievement in Men and 
Events in Chemistry 
Degrees of 
Stans of Sqxiares Freedcjjn for 
Soiarce Regression^ total Regressirai Residuals Residuals 
Within plus Control-
Experimental y « 0.21183X1 + 1.1287itX2 8728.03 2115.314 6612.69 155 
y;ithin plus Sex y = O.lii07% + 1.65293X2 6960.07 2U07.8U U552.23 155 
Within plus Interaction y = 0,13863x1 + 1.71559x2 7178.79 2it22,6ii U756.15 155 
Within Alone y = 0,lU785xi + 1.6623x2 6952 .lt7 2iai.ia U5U1.06 15U 
V = deviation score for achievement in men and events in chemistry. 
xi = deviation IQ, 
*2 deviation gecsnetry mark. 
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Table 21 
Analysis of Covariance of Adiievement in 
Men and Events in Chemistry 
Residuals 
Sovirce of Degrees of Sum ojf Mean 
Variation Freedcm Squares Square t 
Control-Experimental 1 2171.63 2071.63 8.38*i;-
Sex 1 11.17 11.17 0.61 
Interaction 1 215.09 215.09 2.70« 
Hthin I5ii kSkipoe 29*h9 
« Significant at level. ^ Significant at 1% level. 
indicate, shoum the highly significant t-value for interaction, that 
girls profit more than boys •with increased emphasis upon biographical 
sketdies as an inspection of the ad;3usted mean values nill show. 
Sy using analysis of covariance, as showi in Table 21, the within 
mean square was reduced to 29.149 from the shown in the analysis of 
variance in Table 19. The foregoing reduced the denominator term in the 
test of significance and increased the t-value. The significant t-value 
for interaction in analysis of variance is shown to be highly significant 
hy the analysis of covariance. 
The control-experimental mean square was 1775*56 in the analysis of 
variance and 2071.63 in the analysis of covariance. If the two groups 
had identical mean IQ's and mean geometry marks, these two mean squares 
would be identical. The larger mean square was found by covariance 
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analysis indicating that, whichever group was superior without control, 
its si^eriority ifms increased by considering the IQ and gecaaetry marks 
for each student. 
The mean score for the experimental group was 30.25 and for the 
control group it was 23.59 as shown in Table l8. The difference between 
the means was 6.66, When the differences between the mean IQ's and 
between the mean gecanetry marks are substituted in the within regression 
equation the adjusted mean difference would be 0.70 greater. Thus, if 
the two groups had identical mean IQ's and mean gecanetry marks, students 
with increased emphasis on biographj.cal sketches, on an average, would 
have excelled students in the control group by 7.36. 
This adjusted mean difference represents 0.98 of a standard score 
imit. Thus, a student making normal progress who would be in the 50th 
percentile rank in the control group, would be in the Si^th percentile 
rank in a group with increased emphasis upon biographical sketches. 
It was not unexpected to find evidence in this study that the use of 
biographical sketdies increases the achievement in men and events in 
chemistry since in the ejqjerimental group lU percent of the available 
class time was used for emphasis of such infox'mation. 
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VII. SCIMTIFIC METHOD 
A traditional objective in science courses has been the degree to 
TSiich a student acquires a knowledge of the scientific method. The 
criterion of achievement in scientific method, for purposes of this 
study, was limited to the total score on a 23-item test "Part II and 
Part III — Ability to Draw Conclusions", shown in the Appendix. 
In this test items 1-15 inclusive were selected from a test used 
by TerKeurst and Bvigbee.^ Items 16-23 inclusive were selected frm a 
test used by Teichman.^ 
The fcaregoing multiple-choice items, numbered 1-23 inclusive were 
scored one point per item. With the 160 students included in this study, 
the scores of correct responses varied from 10 to 23 with a mean of 
18.70 and a standard deviation of 2.8. The estimated coefficient of 
reliability was 0.53. 
The mean scores for boys and girls, with and without increased 
emphasis on biographical sketdhes, are shown in Table 22. In the saiE^le 
of 160 students the experimental group, with increased emphasis on 
biographical sketches, was slightly inferior to the control group in 
achievanent in scientific method. The mean score for boys was similar 
to that for girls. 
^erKEURST, ARTHIE J., and BUQBEE, ROBERT E. "A Test on the 
Scientific Method." Journal of Educational Research. 36: U89-501} 
March 19143 • 
2TEICHMM, LOUIS. "The Ability of Science Students to Make 
Concltisions." Science Education. 28i 268-279j December 19UU» 
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Table 22 
Mean Scores of Achievement in Scientific Method 
Sex 
Ck*0Tq> Boys Girls Both 
Experimental 18.50 18.07 18.3U 
Control 18.98 19.20 19.06 
Total 18.7U 18.63 18.70 
The differences in means, showi in Table 22, may have resulted from 
variations sudi as are to be expected vthen randcm samples are draTsm fraa 
a single population. A preliminary test of significance, disregarding 
knoTfifn individual differences in student aptitude, was made frcm an 
analysis of variance shoum in Table 23# No significait differences were 
found. 
A more satisfactory test of significance may be obtained frcan an 
analysis of covariance in which scane degree of control of student 
aptitude can be accaroslished. The purpose of the analysis of covariance 
is twofold, i.e., (1) to adjust the sums of squares fcr the main effects 
and the control variables and (2) to render tests of significance more 
sensitive. The former will be reflected in some changes in the 
magnitude of the simis of squares for the main effects and the interaction 
of the within sum of squares, the amount of the reduction being contingent 
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Table 23 
Analysis of Variance of Achievement in Scientific Method 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square t 
Control-Experimental 1 21.03 21.03 1.65 
Sex 1 0.U3 0.U3 0.2U 
Interaction 1 U.oo It.00 0.72 
Within 156 1212.15 7.77 
Total 159 1237.60 
upon the degree of relationship between the criterion and the battery of 
control variables. 
An analysis of covariance was made so that tests of significance 
could be made with the use of a battery of two control variables, the IQ 
and the gecmetry mark. Students in the experimental group, receiving 
special emphasis on biographical sketches, had higher IQ's on an average, 
than did students in the control group, not receiving an increased 
emphasis on such sketches, the difference being 0.9 of an IQ point. 
Students in the ccmtrol group, on the other hand, received higher marks 
in gecsaetpy, <»i an average, than did students in the experimental group, 
the difference being 0.5, or one-fourth of a letter mark for each 
semester. 
The usual methodology of covariance analysis was followed. As a 
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preliminary step, sttms of squares and cross-products in deviation form 
were obtained frcsa the original sums shoisn in the Appendix. These sums 
of squares and cross-products lirere classified by sources of variation 
into (1) control-experimental, (2) sex, (3) interaction and (it) tdthin 
subgroups. 
Pour series of values were needed for the solution of the ncanaal 
equations. Oae series was based on the within subgroups sums of squares 
and cross-products. The other three were obtained by adding the sms of 
squares and cross-products for each of the main effects and interaction 
to those computed for within the subgroups. 
These normal equations were solved simultaneously and the resulting 
equations in deviation form for predicting achievanent in scientific 
method from the IQ and geometry mark are showi in Table 2I4, together 
with liie analysis of regression for each of the four sets of ncarmal 
equations. 
The usefulness of the control factors was indicated lay a coefficient 
of multiple correlation of 0.^8. The relative contribution of tlie IQ 
and gecanetry mark in the prediction of achievement in scientific method 
was 58 percent and li2 percent, respectively. 
The analysis of covariance is shown in Table 2$, There is no 
significant difference in achievement in scientific method between control 
and experimental groups. Sex difference in such achievement between bqys 
and girls was not demonstrated. Evidence failed to indicate that either 
boys or girls profited more, or less, with increased emphasis upon 
biographical sketches, as indicated by the nonsignificance of the 
interaction. 
Table 2h 
Analysis of Regression of Achievment in Scientific Method 
Degrees of 
Sams of Sqpares Freedaa for 
Sotrce Hegression^ Total Regression Eesidiials Residtialg 
Within plus Control-
Experimental y - 0.08735X3_ + 0,i|.85UUx2 1233.17 373.98 859.19 155 
Within plus Sex y = 0.09070x1 + 0,i!i3353x2 1212.57 357.30 855.27 155 
Within plus Interaction y = 0.09360x1 + 0.ii3628x2 1216.1? 366.81i 8^ 9.31 155 
Within Alone y = 0.092it5xj^ + O.UU29IX2 1212.15 366.12 8U6.03 l5it 
y ss deviation score for achievement in scientific method. 
= deviation IQ. 
*2 = deviation geon^try marks. 
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Table 2$ 
Analysis of Covariance of Achievement in Scientific Method 
Reaiduala 
Source of Degrees of Sum of kean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square t 
Control-Experimental 1 13.16 13.16 1.55 
Sex 1 9.2U 9.2U 1.30 
Interaction 1 3.28 3.28 0.77 
Hthin 15h 8li6.03 S.k9 
Adjustment of the means in the experimental and the control groups 
would not be appropriate since no significant difference in the mesjis 
was shoim to exist. The point of view has sometimes been expressed that 
emphasizing biographies increases knowledge of the scientific method. 
Evidence in this stu^y did not confirm tfcis point of view. The suitability 
of the instrument used for evaluation of the objective of achievement in 
scientific method must be weighed in consideration of the confidence 
which can be placed in these inferences. 
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VIII. SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE 
A traditionally important objective for many science courses has 
been the degree to yihldn a student acquires a scientific attitude. 
Although the definition of scientific attitude is apparently unique for 
each scientist as "well aa for each teacher, for purposes of this study, 
the criterion for scientific attitude was limited to the score cai a 
31-item test. These 31 items, 2\x-^ inclusive, appear in "Part IV — 
An Experimental Scale" ishich is shovm in the Appendix. 
The first 12 items were selected from a scale constructed by Howard 
and Robertscm.^ The next 3 items were suggested by items in a scale 
constructed ly Curtis^ for measuring the scientific attitude. The last 
16 items were constructed the investigator. 
All the items were multiple choice items with the possible choices 
(A) strongly agree, (B) agree, (C) undecided, (D) disagree and (E) 
strongly disagree. They were scored, not right or wrong, but rather 
1, 2, 3i 5 or 5, U, 3, 2, 1 depending upon whether (A) strmgly agree, 
was the most scientific or the least scientific of the ideas expressed. 
Five points were given for the most scientific of the attitudes and one 
point for the least. With "Uie 160 students included in this stuc^, the 
scores varied frcm 93 to 138 with a mean of 112,6 and a standard deviation 
%OMED, FKEDEaiCK T., Al^'D ROBERTS®, M. L. "Scaling the Intangibles." 
Science Education. Zkt 2U9-255j October 19iiO. 
^CURTISS, FRANCIS DAY. Some Values Derived from Extensive Reading 
of General Science. New Yorkj Teachers College. Coliaabia University, 
mix. p. icr;— 
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of 11.2 The estimated coefficient of reliability isas 0.93 for the scores 
of scientific attitude. 
In the sfflnple of 160 students the scientific attitude of the 
experimental group, with biographical sketches, was scsneuhat inferior 
to the scientific attitude of the control group. No sex difference in 
scientific attitude was apparent from Table 26. 
Table 26 
Mean Scores of Scientific Attitude 
Sex 
Group Boys Qlrla Both 
Experimental 110.18 111.27 110.58 
Conia-ol m.76 llU.33 llU.60 
Total 112.ii7 112.80 112.60 
A preliminary test of significance, disregarding known individual 
differences in student aptitude, was made frcm an analysis of variance 
shown in Table 27. Evidence frcsn this analysis failed to disprove the 
null hypothesis that sex differences do not exist and that bcgrs and 
girls respond the same to the ccaitrol and experimental treatment. How­
ever, the achievement in scientific attitude was significantly lower, 
at the level, for the experimental group with emphasis on biographies. 
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Table 2? 
Analysis of Variance of Scientific Attitude 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
?ariati<ai Freedom Squares Square t 
Control-Experimental 1 61iii.01 2.28# 
Sex 1 U.08 U.08 0.18 
Interaction 1 21 .U7 21.14? 0.U2 
Within 156 19363.03 12U.12 
Total 159 20032.59 
Significwit at % level. 
The foregoing inferences were drawi vrithout regard for known individxial 
differences in student aptitude. 
A more satisfactory test of significance may be obtained from an 
analysis of covariance in -vnhich sane degree of control of student 
aptitude can be accomplished. The purpose of the analysis of covariance 
is twofold, i»0», (1) to adjust the suras of squares for the main effects 
and the interaction for group differences in the means of the control 
variables and (2) to render tests of significance more sensitive. The 
former ^dll be reflected in seme changes in the magnitude of the sums 
of squares for the main effects and the interaction of the within sum 
of squares, the amount of the reductirai being contingent upon ttie degree 
of relationship between the criterion and the battery of control variables. 
An analysis of covariance was made so that tests of significance 
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could be made with the use of a battery of two control variables, the 
IQ and the geometry mark. Students in the experimental group, receiving 
special eiaphasis on biographical sketches, had hi^er IQ's on an average 
than did students in the control group, not receiving an increased 
emphasis on such sketches, the difference being 0.9 of an IQ point. 
Students in the control group, on the other hand, received hi^er marks 
in geoBsetry, on an average, than did students in the experimental group, 
the difference being 0.5, or one-fourth of a letter mark for each 
s^ester* 
The usual i^thodology of covariance analysis isas folloised. As a 
preliminary step, sums of squares and cross-products in deviation form 
were obtained from the original sums shoim in the Appendix, These sums 
of squares and cross-products were classified by sources of variation 
into (1) control-experimental (2) sex, (3) interaction and (b.) idLthin 
subgroups. 
Four series of values were needed for the solution of the normal 
equations. One series was based on the within subgroups sums of squares 
fflid cross-products. The other three were obtained by adding the sums of 
squares and cross-products fca* each of the main effects and interaction 
to those crarouted for within the subgroups. 
These normal equaticxns were solved simultaneously and the resulting 
equaticHis in deviation foim for predicting achievement in scientific 
attitude from IQ and gecsietry mark are shown in Table 28, together with 
the analysis of regression faa: each of the four sets of nornial equations. 
The usefiilnesB of the control factors iras indicated ty a coefficient 
of multiple correlation of 0.ib75» Tbe relative contribution of the IQ 
Table 28 
Analysis of Regression of Scientific Attitude 
Degrees of 
STIES of Squares Freedcaa for 
Source Regression^ Total Hegression Residuals Residuals 
Within pltis Ccmtrol-
Experimental 7 = 0.26836x^ + 1.91196x2 20007,0k it5U8.7l4 15U58.30 155 
Within plus Sex y a 0.29ii8QXj_ + 1.6^231x2 19367.12 U32ii.78 I50ii2.3li 155 
Within plus Interacticai y = 0.29522X^ + 1.67960x2 I938U.50 li355.10 15029.Uo 155 
Within Alone y a 0.29838X;J^ + 1,66153X2 19363.03 U359.Slt 15003 .it9 151» 
^ y sa deviation score for scientific attitude. 
XI s= deviation IQ. 
3(2 « deviatim gecraetry mark# 
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and geoKeiary mark in the prediction of scientific attitude was 53 percent 
and ii7 percent, respectively. 
The analysis of covariance is shown in Table 29. The control group 
excelled the experimental group in scientific attitude by an amount 
ishich was significant at the % level. Sex differences in such achieve­
ment betiseen boys and girls was not demonstrated. Evidence did not 
show that either beys or girls suffered m(H:e, or less# with increased 
emphasis upon biogr^hical sketches, as indicated by the nonsignificance 
of the Interaction. 
Table 29 
Analysis of Covariance of Scientific Attitude 
Residuals 
Source of iiegrees of ^um of Mean 
Variation Freedaa Squares Sqxiare t 
Ck)ntrol«Experijnfintal 1 U5U.81 U5U»8l 2.16» 
Sex 1 38.85 38.83 0.63 
Interaction 1 25.91 25.91 0.52 
Within 15U 15003.U9 97.1i3 
«• Significant at level. 
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The id thin mean square of the an^ysis of variance, shown as 12lj.,12 
in Table 21 f was reduced to 97.ii3 for the analysis of covariance shown 
in Table 29, thus reducing the denominator term used in the test for 
significance# 
The control-exp^erimental mean square -was 6iy4»01 in the analysis of 
variance and U^«8l in the analysis of covariance. If the two groups 
had identical mean IQ»s and mean gec^etry marks, these two mean squares 
woyld be identical. The smaller mean square was found in covariance, 
indicating that, i/^ichever group was superior tdthout control, its 
superiority was decxoased by considering the IQ and geometry mark for 
each student. 
The mean score for the experimental group was 110,58 and for the 
control group it was llii,76, as shoum in Table 26, The difference between 
the means is li»l8, '®ien the differences between the mean IQ's and betwsen 
the mean geometry marks are substituted in the i/dthin regression equation 
the adjusted mean difference would be 0.56 smaller. Thus if the two 
groups had identical mean IQ's and mean gecmetry aiarks, students without 
increased esphasis on biogra|diies, on an average, would have excelled 
students with increased emphasis (xi biographies by 3.62, 
Although some teachers of cheimistry have maintained stressing 
biographical informaticm increases scientific attitude, the findings of 
this study do not substantiate that point of view. Confidence in these 
findings can be justified only in torsis of the suitability of the 
measuring device used for the criterion. Literature in the field 
recognizes a dearth of measures of scientific attitude. 
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IX. SCIMTOTC INTEREST 
All chemistry teachers, no doubt, believe that increasing scientific 
interest is one of the desired objectives of high school chemistry 
instruction. The scientific interest scores on the Kuder Preference 
Hecord Form ffi furnished the information from which the criterion was 
obtained. The increase in scientific interest scores, before and after 
chemistry instruction, was chosen as the criterion of this objective. 
The criterion scores -were positive whenever a gain in s cientific 
interest occurred and negative whenever a loss in such interest occurred. 
For the entire group, 109 critei'ion scores were positive and 51 negative. 
The mean change-in-interest score was 3.39. Scientific interest in­
creased during the period of chemistry instruction for these 160 
students. The standard deviation of these criterion scores was 12.65, 
Indicating the magnitude of the interest changes irtiich occurred. 
A t-test was made to test the significance this mean change of 3.39 
from no mean change. The standard error of the mean was 0.73 which pro­
duced a t-value of u.35> significant at the 1% level. Thus, the 
probability of obtaining a nxaaerical mean change of 3.39 or larger from 
a populatim in Tirhich no change occurs is extremely remote, much less 
than one in a thousand. 
Information was not available for a group wiio did not take chemistry 
with respect to a Kuder score obtained at the same time the post-score 
was obtained for the 160 students niho took chemistry. Changes in 
interests may have resulted from cdiemistry instructioni from maturity; 
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frc® greater demand for well-educated perscjnnel in the changing social 
carderJ or some combination of the three factors* Although no evidence 
is available to isolate the contribution of these three factors to 
scientific interest changes, nevertheless, the magnitude of the t-value 
obtained leads one to believe that chemistiy instruction increases 
scientific interest. 
The magnitude of the shifts in scientific interest among high sdiool 
diemistrj students suggests speculation concerning the reascms for such 
shifts* It vaay be that student shifts result fi-ran variation in achieve­
ment in chemistry. Mth the 160 students, the change in scientific 
interest *as found to be related to achievement in the fundaaentals of 
cheid-stry as described in Section 7, The coefficient of correlation was 
0.107, which is nonsignificant. No other attenipt was made, in this 
studj, to obtain correlates with scientific interest changes. 
Qtianges in scientific interests were evaluated between the cmtrol 
and experimental groups, i^en stratified by sex. The mean changes in 
interest are shown in Table 30. An analysis of the variances is shown 
in Table 31* No significance differences were found. 
No analysis of covariance was attempted since obtaining the 
criterion scores 1;^ subtraction automatically controlled on IQ and 
geometry mark as well upon other individual differences among the 
students. 
If the Kuder scores are valid evidences of scientific interests 
certain inferoices seem justified under conditi<ms prevailing in this 
study. Greater scientific interest resiilts from high school chemistry 
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Table 30 
Mean Change Scores on Kuder Scientific Interest 
Sex 
Grotp Bc»y8 Girls Bot^ 
Experiaental 2.80 5.ii7 3.80 
Con-far ol 2.7U 3.I4O 2.99 
Total 2.77 h»h3 3.39 
Table 31 
Analysis of Variance of Changes in Kuder Scientific Interest 
Soiaroe of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedoja Squares Square t 
Cmtr ol-Experiaental 1 26.I4I 26.141 0.52 
Sex 1 103.75 103.75 1.03 
Interaction 1 37.75 37.75 0.62 
Within 156 1538U.19 97.51i 
Total 159 15552.10 
instructicsi. Increased emphasis on biographical sketdies has not been 
demonstrated to produce greater scientific interest. 
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X. SCIMCE ACriTtTIES AND AMBITIONS 
Interest in science, to some extent, can be inferred from the science 
activities in which an individual engages and from his educational 
aabitions* A questionnaire was prepared to assemble informatim consist­
ing of foxar items. These items were (1) Do you like to read science 
articles in newspapers and/or magazines?; (2) Rate high s^ool chmistry 
•with other high school courses you have taken?} (3) Do you plar to spend 
four years or mcxre in stasie college?} and (it) If you expect to go to 
college, check caae of these. Five responses, unique for each of the 
four items, were provided for checking. 
Criterion scores for science activities and ambitions were obtained 
by summing, for all four items, the coded values ofl, 2, 3, Ucr 5, for 
each item. Ho attempt has been made to appraise the validity or re­
liability of this criterion. 
The <^emistry students irere classified l>y sex and eacperimental-
control groups according to the frequen<^ of reading science articles 
in neiispapers and magazines as shown in Table 32. Coded values of 1, 
2, 3, U or ? mre assigned to the responses as indicated. 
Ko student reported that he ims a nonreader of science articles. 
Of these l60 students, 85 percent reported reading such articles scane-
times or frequently. The mean scores of the coded values were tested 
for significance and the analysis of variance shown in Table 33« No 
significant dii'ference was found between the control and experimental 
groups. Thus, the frequency of reading science articles could not be 
loli 
Table 32 
frequency of Reading Science ^ticlee in 
Hewepapers and Magasines 
Experimental Ctmtarol 
Eesptmsa Code Boys Oirls Boys Girls Total 
MOT«r 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Seldom 2 2 6 1 2 11 
SoGietia^s 3 20 16 22 21 79 
Qtsite Often h 18 7 25 7 57 
Very M«eh 5 10 1 2 0 13 
fot®l Students SO 30 50 30 160 
Mean 3.72 3.10 3.^6 3.17 3.ii5 
table 33 
Analysis of Variisice for Frequ«n<^ Eesiding 
Scienee .Articles in Mew^apers and Mti^asines 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
7ariati(m freedon Squares Square t 
acperSjBeni&l-Contarol 1 0,2250 0,2250 0,67 
Sex 1 .^6267 .^6267 
Interaetion 1 0.U816 0,U816 0.99 
lithia 1S6 77.2667 0.U953 
fotal 159 87.6000 
Significtant at 1^ level# 
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demonstrated to be a fmctiwi o£ the emphasis upon bic^aphical sketdies. 
It is not tmexpected that beys read more science articles than do girls, 
the diffwence being significant at the 1% level. 
The diemistry students were classified by sex and experimental-
control groups accOTding to the student rating of interest in chemistry 
courses witti "toat in other high school courses as showi in Table An 
inspection of this table indicates clearly the high repar-ted interest 
in chemistry as cemtr&sted to that in other high sdiool course, ap^aroxi" 
mately 9 In every 10 student indicating a rating of interesting cr highly 
interesting. 
Table 3U 
Student Ratings of Chemistry with Other Courses 
Eyeriaent^ Control 
Response Code Boys Girls Boys Girls Both 
Yery uninteresting 1 1 3 3 2 9 
Itointeresting 2 0 0 0 1 1 
Can not decide 3 3 0 1 1 5 
Interesting h 22 12 29 13 76 
Highly IntcKresting 5 2U 15 17 13 69 
Total Students 50 30 50 30 160 
Mean Ratlin U.36 U.20 U.lit U.13 ii.22 
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It may be that these responses are biased sine® the information was 
collected by the dieadstry teacher. Such bias, if present, apparently 
is of little consequence in comparing the experimental and the control 
groups since each group likely would be equally biased. 
An analysis of variance was made for student ratings of chemistry 
with other covsrses as shown in Table 35• No significant differences 
w&re found. Thus, student ratings of chemistry with other courses could 
not be dmonstrated to be a function of the emphasis upon biographical 
sketches. 
Table 35 
Analysis of Variance for Student Ratings of 
Chemistry with Other Courses 
Source of 
Variation 
Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Square t 
Sex 
Eapertmental-Contr ol 
Hthin 
Interaction 
156 
1 
1 
1 
1.0563 1.0563 1.05 
0.3605 0.3605 0.61 
0.1203 0.1203 0.35 
11^9.8067 
Total 159 151.3U38 
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The students wsre next classified by sex and experimental-ctmtrol 
groups according to Intenticsis of later college graduati(m as sham in 
Table 36# An inspection of tiiis table reveals that approximately 9 of 
every 10 students expect to continue their education, at least to college 
graduatim. This number of college-bound high sdiool senicars, cm first 
thou^t, may appear to be hi^. It is customary for most Mes High 
School graduates, particularly those with chemistry credit, to go to 
college. 
Table 36 
Intentions of College Graduation 
Experiment^ Control 
Response Code Bc^s Girls B^s Girlia Total 
Definitely Not 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Kpobably Not 2 0 2 1 1 h 
Do not Know 3 1 2 0 0 3 
Probably k 15 5 10 1 31 
Yes, Definitely 5 3U 21 39 27 121 
Total Students 50 30 50 30 160 
Mean it.66 It.50 li.7U U.73 
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An saxalysia of variance for intentions of college graduation ic 
shown in Table 37• No significant differences were foitnd. Thus, inten-
tiOTis of college graduation coiild not be demonsta'ated to be a fiancticai 
of fflBphasis upon biographical sketches in chemistry instruction. 
The students irere classified by sex and experimental-control groups 
accordii)^ to the enphasia on science •which they expected to place in a 
later college cisrriculum as shown in Table 38. For these l60 students 
it "was anticipated that science will occupy a prominent place in their 
later college education. 
Table 37 
Analysis of Viuriance for Intentions of College Qraduation 
Sotn-wi of 
Variatirai 
Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Square t 
GKitrol-Experimental 1 0.7563 0.7^63 1,2k 
Sex 1 0.2605 0.2605 0.51 
Interaction 
mthin 156 
1 0.2203 0.2203 0,h7 
76.2067 0.U885 
Total 159 77.1438 
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Table 38 
Plans for Emphasis on Science in College 
Experimental Control 
Major Code Bo^ Girls Boys fiirls Total 
In Field Requiring 
No Science 1 2 1 1 1 5 
In Sojne Field Requirir^ 
Idttle Science 2 8 8 8 13 37 
Non'-Scienee HIQlth Science 
Minrar 3 10 15 11 6 
Science Mot dimistry U 21 3 28 8 60 
Chemistry 5 9 3 2 2 16 
Total Students $0 30 50 30 160 
Ifean Etirphasis on Science 3*5U 2*97 3*l4U 2.90 3*26 
An analysis of variance of plans for emphasis on science in college 
is shoTO in Table 39• It is not unexpected to find that boys plan to 
include more science in their college curricula than girls* The differ­
ence in this respect was highly significant, the t-raliw being 3«itl* 
Difference in plans for emphasis on science could not be danonstrated to 
be a function of the emphasis upon biographical sketches in high school 
cto®nistry instructJ-on. 
Hesponaes to each of the four items msy reflect an interest in 
chemistry and other sciences. If this relationship is postulated, a 
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Table 39 
Analysis of Yariance for Elans for Mphasis on 
Science In College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Itean 
Variation Freedcm Squares Square t 
Control-E3!periffiental 1 0.3062 0.3062 0,55 
Sex 1 11.620U 11.62Qb 3.1il-»« 
Interaction 1 0,010li O.OlOli 0.10 
Within 156 156.14067 1.0027 
Total 159 I68.3ii37 
Sipiifleant at 1J6 level. 
bett®p measure of science interest could b® obtained by ccanblning the 
evidences obtained frcsn all four Iteiss in the usual manner of test 
construction. The scores when ccanbined varied frt® 8 to 20 with a mean 
of and a standard deviation of 2.25» These criterion scores 
evaluate an objective here designated as science activities and 
ambitic«is. 
The mean scores for boys and girls, iri-th and -without increased 
emphasis on biographical sketches, are shoum in Table UO. In the sample 
of 160 students, a slight advantage was noted fc»r the group in -which 
biographical sketches were ©uiphasized. Attainment of this objective was 
more pronounced for boys than for girls# 
in 
Table UO 
Meffla Scores for Science Activities and Ambitions 
Sex 
(hroi?) Boys Girls Both 
Experimental 16.28 lii.77 15*71 
Control 15.88 II1.9O 15.51 
Total 16*08 II4.83 15.61 
A preliiainary test of significance of the differences between means 
v&s made by an analysis of variance as shoim in Table Itl* The difference 
between the coatrol and experimental groiips was nonsignificant* Bciys 
excelled the girls in interest in science as revealed by the objective 
of science activities and ambitions* These Inferences irere drann vdthout 
a ccaisideraticHi of individual differences in student ability* 
An analysis of covariance mas then made as has been done «ith 
objectives evaluated in foregoing sections. The usefulness of the con­
trol factors was indicated by a coefficient of multiple correlaticai of 
0,383. The relative contribution of the IQ and the geometry mark in 
the predioticai of criterion scores for scimce activities and ambiticsis 
ims IS percent and 85 percent, respectively* 
The four regression equatiwis for the prediction of scores for 
science activities and aabitions from IQ's and geceietry marks, together 
nith siaas of squares for regressicai and residuals are shown in Table U2* 
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Table lil 
Analysis of Variance for Science Activities 
and Ambitions 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedc® Squares Square t 
Control-Experimental 1 2 2 0.65 
Sex 1 58 58 3.51** 
Intwaction 1 3 3 0.80 
mthin 7U1 li.7 
Total 159 80i+ 
^ Significant at \% level* 
The analysis of covariance is shown in Table Individual 
differences among students in science activities and ambition, as here 
meastirefi, was not demonstrated to be a function of the emphasis on 
biographical sketches. Bc^s are nu^e interested than girls in science 
activities and ambitions as indicated \sy a t-value of U*33« significant 
far beyond \% level. 
Table 2(2 
Analysis of Regreesion of Scores for Science 
Activities and imbiticms 
Degrees of 
Sum of Sq^oares Freedom for 
Source Regressioi^ Total Hegressi<m Residuals Residiials 
Within Alone y = 0.01679X1 •ir O.U2268X2 7I4I 108 633 15U 
Within plTis Control-
ExperiisentaL 7 * 0,02C»^ + 0.39396x2 71;3 Idit 639 155 
Within plus Sex y = 0.01171x1 + 0.39571X2 800 90 710 155 
Within plus Interaction y * 0,01793x1 + 0,itl6C^2 7101 108 636 155 
^ y = deviation score for Science Activities and Ambitions. 
3^ = deviation IQ. 
3C2 = deviation geometry marks. 
iiii 
Table U3 
Analysis of Covariance in Science Activities and Assbiticme 
Source of 
Variation 
ibegrees of 
Freedcaa 
Residaals 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Square 
Conla* ol-Experiment al 
Sex 
Interaction 
mhin 
1 
1 
1 
15U 
6 
77 
3 
636 
6 
77 
3 
ii.l 
1.21 
U«33'^ 
0.85 
«« Significant at IjS level# 
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xi. summari 
The purpose of this stu(^ was to reveal ob;)ectivB evidence regarding 
the effectiveness of vising biographical sketches in the teaching of high 
sdiool diemistxy* 
For purposes of this study, the c<xitrol«group sample consisted of 
So hi# school senior bqys and 30 high sdiool girls, as did the experi­
mental-group sanrole. The experimental ^oxsp excelled the control group 
in mean IQ by the nonsignificant amount of 0,9 IQ points, nftiereas the 
experimental groi:p was inferior to the CMitrol group in mean gecsaetry 
mark by the nonsignificant amount of 0.5 grade points. Neither group 
was highly atypical idaen compared with Kuder nOTms of scientific int^est 
or with national ncrms for IQ's of hi^ sdiool seniors. 
All students in the control and experimental groups took chemistry 
at Mbb Hi^ Sdiool, Ames, Iowa, in the same classroom and with the same 
teadier. During the experiment the time available for each diemistry 
unit was the same for each group. Teaching methods were the same with 
the exception -Uiat in the experimental group men and events in chemistry 
were en^jhasized by the presentation of biographical sketches and in the 
control group no such emphasis occurred. 
Evaluated in this study were six objectives of the high sdiool 
diemistry course as followst 
Fundamentals of high school chemistry 
Men and events in chemistry 
Scientific method 
Scientific attitude 
Scientific interest 
Science activities and ambitions 
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For five of the six objectivee, the exception being the objective 
of scientific interest^ isean differences between the e:(perimental and 
con^ol groups were tested Idie analysis of covariance tedinique* The 
IQ and geometry mark were ccmtarol variables in the analysis of covariance 
tests of si^ifioance and stratificaticm was on the basis of sex* 
The criterion for the evaluation of achievement in fundamentals of 
efeauistry was the total scc^e on seven objective unit tests. If the 
IQ*s and the geometry marks were ccm-t^olled| the students with increased 
emphasis on biographical sketches exceeded students in the ocmtrol group 
three-fo^arths of a standard score uxiit* With regard to the foregoing 
objective, both boys and girls profit £rm the use of biographical 
sketches and girls profit more than boys* 
It was mexpeoted to find the magnitude of the effectiveness so 
great when evaluated in terms of achievement in the ftmdamentals of 
chemistry since the time spent ndth biographical sketches reduced the 
class time spent in other learning activities* Hth regard to 'toe fore­
going objective, both boys and girls profit from the use of biographiceO. 
sketches and th^ profit equally. 
The caciterion for the evaltiatirai of adiievement in men and events 
in ch^istxy was limited to the score on a 53-item, multiple-choice test 
designed for that purpose. If the control and experimental groups had 
identical mean IQ*s and mean geometry marks, students with increased 
emphasis on biographical sketcdies, on an average, would have excelled 
students in the control group by 0.98 of a standard score* Thtis, a 
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student making nonaal progress isho would be in the 50th percentile rank 
in the control groiip, would be in the 8iith percentile rank in a group 
with increased esphasis upon biographical sketches. 
It was not imexpected to find evidence in this study that the use 
of biographical sketches increases the adiievement in men and events in 
chemistry since in the experimental grot^ lit percent of the available 
class time was used for emphasis of such information. With regard to the 
foregoing objective boys and girls profit equally from the use of 
biogrj^hical sketches. 
The criterion for the evaluation of adiievement in scientific method 
was limited to the score chi a 23-ite3i, multiple-dioice test designed for 
•feat purpose. No significant t-values resulted from ttie analysis of 
covariance used to test the difference in ihe tseans of l^^e control and 
experimental groups with regard to achievement in scientific method. 
The findings of this stuc^ did not tend to substantiate the point of 
view that aaphasizing biographies increases knowledge of the scientific 
method. 
The criterion for the evaluation of scientific attitude was limited 
to the score on a 31-item, multiple-choice test designed for that purpose. 
In this evaluation, the control group, without biographical sketches, 
excelled the experimental group by an amount whidi yielded a significant 
t-value, at the level of ccmfidence, in the analysis of covariance. 
Although some diemistry teachers have maintained stressing biop-aphical 
information increases achievement in scientific attittide there was 
instifficient evidence in the findings of this stud^y to substantiate 
that point of view. 
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The criterion for the evaluation of scientific interest was the 
shift in scientific interest befc^e and after chemistry instruction. 
The Kud®r Preference Record, form OH, furnished the required information. 
The difference betireen a pre-test and a post-test autcmatically ccmtrols 
on individual differences among the students. A positive mean change-in-
interest score, demanded by the null hypothesis, produced a t-value of 
highly significant at the 1^ level. The inference that greater 
scientific interest results from hi^ sdicol chcaistry instruction seems 
^justified. Increased a-nphasis on biographical sketches was not demon­
strated to produce greater scientific interest. 
The criterion for the evaluaticm of achievement in science activities 
and ambiticais v&s the total score on a questionnaire ishich consisted of 
U items with regard to (1) reading of science articles, (2) rating of 
high school chemistry, (3) college plans (li) college major. Individual 
d^i'ferences amcffig the students in science activities and ambitions as 
here measured, and as tested for significance the analysis of 
covariance, were not deracMistrated to be a functicai of the ei^hasis on 
biographical sketches. As would be expected, boys are more interested 
than girls in science activities and ambitions as indicated by a t-value 
of lt.33» significant far beyond the 1% level. 
In searching fca: objective evidence regarding the effectiveness of 
using btop*aphical sketches in the teaching of hi^ sdiool chemistry, it 
was defflcmstrated by this study that an increased emphasis upon biographi­
cal sketches results in an increase of (1) achievement in ftindamentals 
of chCTtistry and (2) adiievesient in men and events in chemistry. It was 
not demonstarated in this study ttiat an increased eniphasis upon 
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biographical sketdies results in an increase in (1) achievement in 
scientific method, (2) scientific attitude, (3) scientific interest and 
(U) science activities md ambitions. 
Iinplications for the teadiing of hi# sdiool chemistry, resulting 
frc®i the ctaiclusions and discussion in the evaluation of the six objectives 
studied, include the desirability of empiiasis upon biographical sketches 
in hi^ scJiool dieiaistry instruction. 
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A. Test of Qieialcal History and Biographies 
INSTRUCTICKS! Tou have been given two answer sheets. Label at the 
top a FIRST answer sheet and a SECOND answer sheet. Put your name <xi 
both. 
The FIRST answer sheet is far Part I of this test. 
The SECCliD answer sheet is foa: Parts II, III and IV of this test. 
lou will have the full class period for this test, which means about 30 
seconds per item. You iDdll return to the difficxilt items if tiiaa permits. 
DISECTICIiSi Select the one best answer unless otherwise instructed. 
1. The idea that all matter is ocmpoaed of "the elements" earth, air, 
fire and water was camaon among learned men until . 
a, 200 BC, b. 200 AD, c. 1000 AD, d. 1700 AD, e. 2CM;h century. 
2. The theory that all burnable substances contain PHLOGISTON was 
sUiggested first . 
a* Becher, a Qerman scientist, b. Priestley, an English 
amateur scientist, c» Lavoisier, eminent French chemist, 
d. Sdieele, a Swedish pharmacist, e. Nc^e of the above. 
3. ihat is the significance of the term "philosc^her's stone"? 
a, A fictitious element, b. A coi^ound that used to 
exist but does not now, c. Once used by scientists to 
explain burning, d. AlchOTd.sts thought it would turn 
Part I caiCTdcal History and Biographies 
Part II Scientific Method 
Part III Ability to Draw Conclusions 
Part IV An Experimental Scale 
(16-23) 
(2U-5U) 
Total for all parts 107 items 
Part I 
(First answer sheet) 
Chemical History and Biographies 
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other matter into gold, e* None of the above explain the 
significance. 
Ii. Socrates, a learned Greek teacher tried to discover about matter by 
a. Beading literature of his dagr, b» Doing research, 
c. Better laborat<ay equipment, d» logical thinking, 
e* all of these methods. 
5, Joseph Priestley left England and spent his later years in Pennsylvania, 
Whic^ best explains his reasons? 
a. Better labca-atories in Pennsylvania, b. Religious per-
secutiraa in England, c. Political persecution in England, 
d» (b) goad (c), e. A fine financial offer in Pennsylvania. 
6, Adhering to a scientist's theory of 300 years ago, a substance would 
bum if it contained phlogiston itoLch could be detected as • 
a. Ash, b. Flame, c. Fumes, d. Vacum, e. Carbcm particles. 
7, said, "Bisming is the chemical unicai of a burnable substance 
with oscygen" • 
a* Priestley, b. Aristotle, c. Leucippus, d, Lavoisier, 
e* Becher. 
8, \Shen Priestley discovered a gas that was later named oaygen, he acted 
like a true scientist by . 
a. Mscussing it with Lavoisier as soon as he got to France, 
b» Keeping the information secret, c. Publishing a book so 
the world would know immediately, d. Giving the information 
to the newspapers, e. (c) and (d). 
9* Select the method of reasoning which, according to Jaffe, is to a 
great extent respmsible for the success of the scientific method. 
a. Induction, b. Generalization, c. Ccmt^nplation, d. 
DeductiOT, e. Theorization. 
10. A method of reasoning, in i«hich inferences and conclusions are drawn 
from a general statement, is called . 
a. Induction, b. Generalization, c. Ciaaten^lation, d. 
Deduction, e. Theorizaticffi. 
11. Francis Bacon was the first person to popularize the method 
of reasming. 
a. Inductive, b. Generaltive, c. Contemplative, d. 
Inductive, e. Theoretical. 
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12. The method of reasoning that Aristotle coamcaily used is the method 
of , 
a* Induction, b* G®aeralization, c. Cmteraplaticaa, d. 
Deduction, e* Theorization. 
13* A method of reasoning that involves collection of facts regarding a 
problem and testing them toward the evolution of a principle or law 
is called . 
a* Induction, b. Generalization, c» CcmteiBplation, d. 
Deduction, e* theorization* 
lh» is credited with the discovery of hydrogen. 
a* Lavoisier, b, Priestley, c. Scheele, d» Herte, e. None 
of these. 
15. According to Jaffe, establishing accurate is perhaps the 
greatest functicoi of science. 
a. Facts, b. Working theories, c. Methods and techniques, 
d. Cause and effect relationships, e. Hames and dates. 
16. The first clue to prove the phlogiston theory correct or incorrect 
was that many substances, iifaen burned, • 
a. Lose weight, b. Weigh the same, c. Gain weight, d. 
Disappear, e. N(aie of these. 
17. Oxygen was discovered , according to modem historians. 
a. Lavoisier, b. Priestley, c. Phlogiston, d. Scheele, e. 
lime of these listed. 
18. Morley (I838-I923) spent over 10 years of his life in accurately 
detearaining the relative caabining weights of oxygen and hydrogen. 
In iitoat country did he do this work? 
a. Mgland, b. Genaany, c. Sweden, d. Russia, e. IMted 
States. 
19. Arotmd I8OO developed and used the atomic theory, 
a. Newton, b. Dmocritis, c. Proust, d. Berthollet, 
e« Triton. 
20. Alcheaists used signs and symbols . 
a. To keep outsiders frcm understanding their wcrk, b. to 
help people know what they were doing, c. And agreed so 
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well ajsong thsttsslves is© still uoe many of their symbols^ 
d« To aake their work easier, e. To make their work more 
exact* 
21* Select the man nrho invented a simple system of eh^aical notation, a 
Swedish orphan #10 inl^oduced his system in l6lii« 
a, Ostimld, b» Mendeleef, c» Davy, d. Berzeliua, e. Dalton. 
22» Jaff© quotes as witing, "As the usefulness and accuracy of 
chefflistry depend entirely upon the determination of the irei^ts of 
the ingredients and products, too much precisicm cannot be employed 
in this part of the subject, and for this purpose we must be pa*o-
vided Tsith good iiustrtDBents"# 
a* Mendeleef, b* Dalton, d, Lavoisier, d. Cavendish, 
e* Priestly. 
23. Which of the follo*dng men contributed least to the isolation of 
argon as a new element? 
a, Lavoisier, b. Cavendish, c. Esyleigh, d. Ramsay, e. 
AH the above contributed greatly and directly# 
2li* Select the partaier Rayleigh had in work ndth inert gases of the air» 
a. Lord Kelvin, b. Sir WiUism Grookes, c. Sir Hianphrey 
Davy, d« Lord Rutherford, e* Sir William RamsiGQr, 
2$, Writings of Cavendish regarding his work with nitrogen include, 
"Having condensed as mudi as I could—-only a small bubble of air 
remained. So if there is any part of nitrogen of our atmosphiwe 
that differs frcaa the rest » 
a« It is surely negligible, b. It is not over 1^20 
part of the isfeole, c. It appears because of pocjsr equip­
ment, d. It must differ cheEdcally, e. It must diffa* 
physically, 
26* Chlorine was discovered in 177U by a pharmacist 1^0 did chemical 
e3q)eriments as a hobby. His name was . 
a. Priestley, b. Cavendish, c. Lavoisier, d. Dalton, 
e« Scheele* 
27, Berthollet hit upon the idea of using the bleadiing action of 
dilorine and • 
a* Became wealthy with royalties, b. Gave the process 
to the French government, refusing profit, c. Fcacmad a 
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partnership iri-th a French industrialist, d» Formed his omx 
C(HBpaiQr using the process, e. Gave the process to <aie of 
his friends in -ttie textile industry. 
28 • The man mho first liquified chlorine wote to a friend in 1823, 
"I hope to be able to reduce many other gases to liquid form". 
He did and his name is listed below. 
a. Faraday, b, Berthollot, c. Scheele, d. Davy, e. 
Priestley# 
29. Fluorine "Has not isolated until l886j by liquefying pure hydrogen 
fluoride, adding soiae potassium fluoride and at a te^erature of 
-53®C passing m electric current through the mixture, ^o did 
it first? 
a. Bech^, b, Ostwald, c. aamsay, d. Moiasan, e. Scheele. 
30. The particle knoro as the electron was discovered by • 
a. Roentgen, b. Lawence, c. Fermi, d. llicmpson, e. None 
of these. 
31. Pierre and Marie Curie extracted radium from . 
a, Uraniiaa, b. Plutonium, c. Pitchblaide, d. Krypton, 
8» Stytoibe, 
DIRECIICUSi Events listed in itaas (32) to (U7) happened at a certain 
tise. The period in history for each event is to be selected itm. the 
daoi<»s that follow? (Ckie choice per item) 
a. 19k$ to present time 
b. 1915 to l^iOi 
c. 1900 to 191k 
d. 1800 to 1899 
e. Before 1800 
32. When was the terra %olec\ile" introduced Avogadro? 
33. I^ita Haber worked out a comercial process for the synthesis of 
axomonia usinig nitrogen frcmi air* 
3li. For the first time scaaeone separated water into hydrogen and oxygen 
^en explained lAiat he had done. 
35# Arrhenius tackled the problem of ionization. 
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36* Fermi produced the elements neptunium and plutonium. 
37 • Mscovwy of the electron# 
38, Dalttm announced his ideas about relative wights of atoms. 
39* Discovery of the neutron, 
UO, Alch®0dst8 <S.d most of "ttieir wcrk . 
ill. Curies obtained a few crystals of a salt of a new eleinent 'ohich they 
nanied radium. 
U2, William Roentgen discovered X-rays, 
ii3. Rutherfcrd btaabarded various el^ents with helium nuclei (alpha 
particles) and got protons. 
iili. Franklin urote about electricity aliaost {but not quite) in terms 
of the electron the<ay. 
Ii5. Chlorine ms prepared as a free gas for the first ttee, 
U6, Mnstein advanced the idea that matter and energy sxb different 
forms of the Bsm thing, 
U7. Established the ccrrect explanation of burrJlng, 
Jaffe has written, "The method that Lavoisier used in reaching an e3?)lan-
ation of (this iiapcartant diemical reaction) is an exax^le of the scientific 
laettiod,® Then he lists six steps as a brief statement of the method. 
Answers to the next six questions are based on these steps. 
DIRECridiSi Answer the next six itms by making raie selecticKi for each 
£rm the following dioieesi 
a. Formulation of a law from the tested the<«y, 
b. Formulation of a wca-king theory based upon these facts. 
c. The testing of the working theory T?y experiments, 
d. CoUecticai of all available facts related to a problem 
e. Not listed, 
U8. Pick the dbioice you think should be step #1 in the scientific method, 
ii9. Step #2. 
50. step #3* 
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51* Step #U» 
52, Step §S* 
53 • Step #6. 
Now take the SECCUD ansner sheet and use it fcr ttie remainder of the test 
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B, Test of Scientific Method 
For Part II of the test select the one best answer# 
!• The priiaary aim of science is to 
a* Refute religioiia or philosophical dogma, b. JJiscotmt 
old or archaic ideas, c» Substantiate the results of 
others, d« Seek the truth means of analyzed obser­
vations# 
The scientific method alloiss final interpretaticaa to be based only cn 
a, Cwrent opinion, b. Speculation, c. Observed and 
analyzed data, d* Mores (custcsas) and traditions. 
3. According to the scientific method, data should be interpreted by 
a* Everybo<5y, b. The majority, c. Experts, d. The 
authorized* 
U, The scientist should xise as a means for making his decisions his own 
a* Emotions, b. Intelligence, c. Habits, d» Instincts. 
5. To be scientific, one shoiild 
a. Adept the questioning attitude, b. Accept without 
verificatim the statement of others, c. Accept -tile 
statements that are claimed by others to be scientific, 
d. Accept the statements of those with rltim. one agrees. 
6. The sciMitific method must include for the interpretaticm of the 
final solutitm of a problem the considwaticsni of 
a* Only a few factors in order that the solutitai might 
become simple, b. The unknown factors, c. All the known 
factors, d. All observable, and essential factors. 
7. The scientific worker should 
a. Discard all previous advancements of knowledge, b. 
accept purported auttiority as a tentative concltisirai, 
c. Accept authGO'ity that is supported by usage of long 
stand, d. Accept auldiority that is supported by 
patriotic ixc religious feeling, 
8. alien one folloira the scientific method, he should 
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a. Discredit all authority, b. Accept authority ushen the 
majority agree with it, c. Accept the statements of those 
vhm he ccaisiders to be authorities until opportunity for 
verification is offered, d. Accept the statements of those 
1^0 claim "tiiat they are authorities. 
9» The wcff'ker in science must treat newly-discovered conclusions of 
other workers with 
a, ConteR^jt, b, Dogaatic acceptance, d» Tentative accep­
tance, d. Indifference. 
10. To be scientifically accurate an investigator should seek in the 
final solution of a problem the weight or iB^ocrtance of 
a. Only one unknoim factor, b. All the pertinent factors, 
c» Only the constant factors, d. Only the variable factors, 
U. According to the scientific method, a st^)position is substantiated 
#ien the solutim 
a. Is verified lo'" observable data, b. Satisfied the pre­
vious opinions of the investigator, o» Appears to be 
logical, d* Agrees with custc^* 
12. Scientific conclusions must be treated as 
a. Absolute and changeless truths, b. Explanations 
subject to possible revisions, c. Authoriatative 
prOTouncOTents, d. Explanations of ultimate reality* 
13. The ultiioate aim of the scientific method is to 
a. Express phenranena in terms of verified natural laws, 
b. Overthrow conclusions that are well-establisiied in 
the minds of the people, c. Verify what has already been 
discovered, d. Mscover incidental facts. 
Ih. In relation to the cmtrol group, the experimental groi^ represents 
the normal group with 
a. None of the factors changed, b. All of the factors 
changed, c. All of exception of a certain changed factor, 
or set of related factors, #iich is being studied, d. 
Many changed factors chosen indiscriminately. 
1^« Whidi of the following does not belong in a list of steps of the 
scientific method? 
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a* The collection of all available facts related to 
problottj b, C^en-minded exaudnation of these facts. 
Equal consideration given to tradition and facts, e. 
Testing a working theory by experiiaents. 
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C. Test of Ability to Ear aw Conclusions 
Hotel (Read directions carefully). 
DIRECfriCKSt In eadi of the statements below an experinj«nt is described 
and some possible anstrers are suggested. Select the one nhich you think 
is the beat conclusion on the basis of the facts presented. 
16. When iodine is added to stardi, a blue-black color is formed. Some 
iodine was added to milk, and the color became yellow. This shovs 
that! 
a* Milk contains sugar, b. Milk contains starch, c. Iodine 
can not be used to test for starch in milk, d. Milk does 
not ccaitain starch. 
17. Hhen an artery is cut the bleeding may be stopped by tying a tourni~ 
quet (a tight bandage) between the cut and the heart. This is evidence 
thats 
a. Blood in an artery is flowing away from the heart, b. 
Arterial bleeding is dangerous, c. Vftien an artery is cut, 
it will bleedj d. Blood in the eorms and legs flows doim-
ward. 
18. A scientist was examining some tiny living cells under a mieroscope. 
means of a delicate needle, he was able to cut apart each cell. 
He found that Aen he cut the cell throu^ the nucleus both parts 
survived. Ihen he cut through the cell airay frm the nucleus, the 
part tshidb retained the nucleus lived, and the other part died. 
This ^ows that I 
a. The nucleus is an important part of the cell. b. JSicro-
scopic cells can be dissected, c* Microscopes are needed 
to study cells, d. All living thingfl contain cells. 
19. A student placed some fruit flies in a test tube, stoppered the 
test tube, and covered me half of it with black paper. Ihen he 
placed a light near the test tube the fruit flies all came to the 
part ishich was not covered. This seems to show that! 
a. The fruit flies are attracted light, b. All insects 
are attracted light, c. The fruit flies were trying to 
get air, d. They wisre trying to escape throu^ a hole in 
the stopper. 
20. A famous scientist once discovered that iifeen he made the gas nitrogen 
by one method, a certain amount alwsgrs weighed 1.2^05 grams. Ihen he 
prepared it by another method, the same amount of nitrogen alw^jrs 
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weighed 1.2572 grams. This would indicate thati 
a. Nothing, since the results are close enough, b. The scales 
used for weighing were not sufficiently accurate, c» The 
nitrogen made ^  the secmd method was mixed with state 
heavier gases, d. The weight of the nitrogen changes from 
time to tlme« 
21. A student measwed the intensity of light uSiidi he received at various 
distances froa a lamp and tabulated his results as follows» 
Distance ft*om lait^j Intensity of light 
His best conclusicaa isi 
a. The greater the distance frcmi the lamp, the less the 
light received, b. Doubling the distance from the lamp 
decreases the amount of li^t ty one-fourth, c. Doubliiig 
the distance f!r<an the lamp increases the amount of light 
fotar times, d. The intensity of illimdnation is measixred 
in foot-candles* 
22. A spectroscope is an instrument which enables us to detect the 
different el®aents by means of the daaracteristic colored lines utoich 
they produce tfcen heated. In 1868, a scientist studied the light 
givm off 1:^ the stm with a spectroscope and discovered a series of 
colK'ed lines which did not correspOTid with any element known on 
eariii. This made him conclude thatj 
a. There was an element on the sun idiich had not been found 
on earth, b. The sun is extremely hot, c. The sun contains 
elements, d. The spectroscope is a useful instrument. 
23. In 1781, William Herschel discovered the planet Uranus. Asiaroncmers 
carefully calcxilated the path i^idi this planet should follow around 
the sxm, and oi^er astrcaicmiers followed the movement of this planet 
with their telescopes. After 60 years, it was noticed "ttiat Uranua 
was actually farther from the sun than had been predicted. They 
knew that the force of gravity causes all objects to attract each 
other. This was evidence thati 
a. The «stron(»iers made their calctilations incorrectly, 
b. The telescopes needed improvement, c. Anottier planet, 
farther £rm the sun, was attracting llranus, d. l^anus 
is a planet and not a star. 
8 feet 
U feet 
2 feet 
1 foot 
1 foot-candle 
li foot-candles 
16 foot-candles 
6U foot-candles 
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D. An Experimental Scale 
Note t (The items in Part IV of this test will not be scca-ed "all right" 
ta* "all TCong". Read directions carefully). 
DIRECTICNSi These are statements with irtxich you may or may not agree. 
Well educated people do not all respond in the same way to same of these 
items. 
Throughout Part IV of this test, items should be marked on your answer 
sheet with your one choice of A, B, C, D or E meaning that yout 
A« Strongly agree (strongly approve) 
B, Agree (approve) 
C. Undecided 
D, Disagree (disapprove) 
E. Strongly disagree (strongly disapprove) 
Example t (Most, but not all, people will strongly agree with the follow­
ing statement.) 
Brushing the teeth after each meal is better for 
prevention of tooth decay than not brushing the 
teeth. 
A B O D E  
/ < > / / / / /  
Example t (Most, but possibly not all, people will stoongly disagree with 
the following statement.) 
People should not eat meat. 
A B O D E  
/ / / / /V 
Example I If you cannot understand a statement or cannot make up your 
mind, answer t 
A B O D E  
/  J  / i /  /  / 
HEAD MCH ITEH THOOGHXTDLLI 
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2k» Weather forecasts given calendars and almanacs are absolutely 
northless* 
2^. Very few things ever happen without some cause* 
26» If a new car wwre to be given away to the holder of a lucky number, 
I should choose ny number very carefully. 
27. Beauty and trains seldom go together. 
28. A father broke the hall mirror on his way to workj then that night 
a car smashed into his as he made a left turn into his drive way. 
Breaking the mirror had nothing to do with the other misfortune. 
29* A man is s^bronger *flien be is angry or under anoticmal strain. 
30. A brand of breakfast food advertised on TV must be better than a 
brand not so well kncim. 
31. If you look at a person's back long enough you can cause him to turn 
around. 
32# There is nothing so sacred that well trained men should not be 
allowed to investigate and try to explain it. 
33« The forces of nature act in an orderly way. 
3i(* Cigarettes used by famous atheletes and spartsmen must be better 
for (me's health than other brands of cigarettes. 
35* All dtiarm and good luck pieces are useless. 
36. Jim beat Jane in swimming across the pool two times straight^ ind 
"Uierefcore Jim is a better swimmer. 
37 • A well knom naturalist repcarts that he has recently observed a 
Titoite orow in a flock of ordinary black ones. ^ reaction is that 
the report might be true but not very likely to be. 
38. When I push the light switch and nothing happens I can infer the 
powr is off in the main line. 
39. Consider the statement "The brain of a person of high intelligence 
weighs more than the brain of a person with low intelligence". The 
idea is so logical it can be accepted as true without ftirther 
evidence. 
iiO. A "soaring intellect and wide-ranging imaginaticai" would be a help 
to a person trying to work in a purely scientific manner. 
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lil» A man who kno*B how to solve problems in a scientific manner will 
naturally try to solve all his problems in a scientific way. 
h2» The scientific method is so natural and logical it does not need to 
be taught to people. In other words« if I try to solve a probl^ 
thoughtfully, I will naturally be using the scientific method. 
U3* Xour first "hunch" is probably best. 
liU. There is no place for "trial and errrar" in the scientific method. 
ii5» Whenever doctors find a way to lick one disease, saiother ccaaes along 
to take its place. 
Notet (Underline material in following statements should 
hB accepted as factual for purposes of this test. 
Craitinue to give your opinion about the remaining 
part of each item). 
U6. Botanists have catalogued 300,000 plants frora all over the world. 
ph^ sts have Iniense^  ^ alyzed a dogen, especially c^  and say 
beans. We need a stepped~up search of ail plant life for new fo^s, 
pharmaceuticals, and chemical products. 
hi* It is predicted that by 1970 American industiy will have doubled 
its alrea^ tremendous need for water. Water is ^eac^ jji tight 
irrigation .te. Prob.l:i]j nothing can be jcM 
US* Astrologers can read a p^son's character and futixre in the stars. 
U9. It is possible that a ring around the moon is a sign of rain and 
the nuaber of stars in the ring indicate how many days until the 
rain will come. 
50. In its preoccupation with Immediate, practical results, the United 
States is neglecting pure scientific research. 
51. Astron^ers have gotten terrific static when Jupiter crosses the 
fath Qj? a huge radio telesype th^ set up m a yaryi^d ^ arm. It s possible ihat a study of this static would help astronomers pin 
down the effect of stm spots can weather. 
52. If the gromdhog sees his shadow on Groundhog Day (Feb. 2) it is a 
better than average chance there will be six weeks of contintied winter. 
53» Illness is not punidiment for doing wrong. 
5ii. It would be scientific to investigate a "hunch". 
EHD 
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E. Caiemistiy Assignment Shaet 
(Itoless otJiersfioe stated, page numbers are from "New World of Chemistry" 
^ Jaffe. Assigned questions are under the heading "Group A".) 
Introduction to Coxxrse 
1« Note about metric system* 
2, Instructions about notebooks. 
a* Lsboratory section 
b, ^ograpty sectiwi 
3» Assessmeni for current liter attire. 
It. Laboratory aparons. 
5 * Assignment sheets• 
6. Get signatures for some biographic reports, 
particularly Becher and Baecai. 
UNIT I "MATTER" 
Assignment No. 1 - (1) In text, (2) Demonstration (Sulfuric acid on 
sugar.), (3) Repyt on Ch«^stry of the Ancimts » particularly, 
Aristotle (InclWes an outline to serve as a mo^el for students). 
Assignment Ho. 2 - (1) Pages 8-II4, Questions 7-12 p. 23, (2) Discuss 
^bols, page 88, (3) Election of class president. 
Assigrm^nt No. 3 - (l) Finish chapter and questions in group A, (2) 
Experiment Mo. 1 - drill. 
AssignE^nt No. I4 - (1) Laboratory experiment No. 3» (2) Biogr^hy -
Bedier. 
Assignment No. 5 - (1) Start review for test over Unit I, (2) Biograptpr -
Francis Bacon. 
Assignment No* 6 - (1) Complete review for test over Unit I, (2) Start 
lock^ inventta-y, (3) Biography - Lavoisier. 
Assignment No. 7 - Test over Unit I. 
miT II "OXYGEN" 
Assignment Mo. 8 - (1) Discuss test, (2) Introduce TMt II "Oxygen", 
(3) Pages 25-31j Questions 1-13 pp* (U) Ctm^lete locker 
inventory. 
lllO 
Aasi^anent No. 9 ~ Laboratory experiment "Oxygen" (formal t«rite up). 
Assignment No. 10 ~ (1) Pages 32-38j Questions 13-2U page U5» (2) 
Biography « Priestley. 
Assignment No. 11 - Finish Unit II and questions. 
Assignment No, 12 - Test over "Oxygen". 
UNIT III "HIDHOGM" 
Assignment No, 13 - (1) Discuss test over "Oatygen", (2) Introduce IMt 
III "Hydrogen", (3) Pages U7-52} Questions 1-8 page $9, 
Assignment No. lii « (l) Pages 52 - end of unit, (2) Biography - Cavendish. 
Assignment No. 1$ - Laboratory experiment "Hydrc^en". 
Assignment No. l6 - (1) Doaonstration "Reduction of Cu 0", (2) Informal 
isrite up, laboratory Unit No. 6. 
Assignment No, 17 - Review of Iftiit III. 
Assignment No, 18 - Test over "Hydrogen". 
UNIT IV "WATM" 
Assignment No. 1? - (1) Discuss test over unit III, (2) Introduce "Water". 
Assignment No. 20 - (1) Pages 6l-66| Questlcais 1-9 page 7U, (2) Biography 
Edward Morley. 
Assignment No. 21 - (1) Dwnonstration of Electrolysis of water, (2) 
Informal write up of laboratory Iftiit No. 7. 
Assignment No. 22 - Pages 67-73) questions 10-20 page 7h* 
Assignment No. 23 - Finish questions pages 7h-7$» 
Assignment No. 21; - Review for test over Unit IV. 
Assignment No. 2$ - Laboratory experiment No, 8. Daaonstration and 
informal write up. 
Assignment No. 26 - Test over "Water". 
UNIT V "ATOMS AND FORMULAS" 
Assignment No, 27 - (1) Discuss test over "Water", (2) Introduce Ifeit 
Ihl 
¥, "Atoma", 
Assigmaent No. 28 - (l) Pages 76-80j questions 1-10, (2) Biography -
Dalton* 
Assigment Ho» 29 - (1) Finish unit on "Atoms" including questions, 
(2) Biography - Beethollet. 
Assignnient No, 30 - (1) Review "Atoms", (2) Introduce "Formula", 
(3) BlograptxT - Oay-*Lus8ac« 
Assignment No, 31 - (1) Pages 85-90} write practice formulas page 90, 
(2) Biography - Sir Hum^Airy Davy, 
Assignment No. 32 - (1) Drill, (2) Biography - Alchi^iists. 
Assignment No, 33 - (1) Study page 91 to end of unit, questions as 
assigned, (2) Biography - Berzelius* 
Assignment No, 31* - Review of "Atoias and Formulas". 
Assignment Mo, 35 - Test over "Atoms said Formulas". 
Assignment No, 36 - Second test over "Atcms and Formulas", 
UNIT VI "EQUATIONS" 
Assignment No, 37 - (1) Discuss test over "Atoos and Fcrmulaa", (2) 
Introduce new unit "Equations", 
Assignment No, 38 - (1) Pages llU-118} Irite balanced equations page 
118, (2) Biography - Mendelief, 
Assignment No, 39 - Equation balancing drill. 
Assignment No, liO - (1) Finish unit in text, (2) Questions 1-9 page 121, 
Assignment No, Ul - Equation balancing drill. 
Assignment No, 14.2 - (1) Questions 10-25 page 122, (2) Review "Qiemical 
Equations"• 
Assignment No, li3 - Test "Chemical Equations". 
UNIT VII "ATMOSPHERE" 
Assignment No, hk - (1) Discuss "Chemical Equations", (2) Introduce 
new unit "The Atmosphere", 
Assignmnt No. liS - (1) Pages 96-101 j questions 1-10 page 112, (2) 
Ili2 
Biography - Sayleigh* 
Assignment No# lt6 - (1) Pages 1(K-108| questions 11-20 page 112, (2) 
Biography - Sir lilliam Ramsay« 
Assigraaent No« h7 - Doaonstrations with liquid air. 
Assignaent No# ib8 • Finish unit| questitais 21-32. 
Assignaent No. Ii9 - Review unit, "The Atmosphere". 
Assignment No. 50 - Unit test. 
Ili3 
F. Inateuctions for Biographies 
1. Select a chemist from the suggested list or submit the name of a 
cheoiet for class acceptance. 
2. The written report may be in outline form w complete sentence f<M:m» 
It must be in ink and othertdse follow the iimes High School's 
"Minimum Essentials in English". 
3. A copy of the report should be "handed in" after oral presentation 
to the class. 
it. Reporters should aim at a 10 minute report in the class. 
5* Opportunity should be allowed for questions frcaa the class members 
(this can be in addition to the ten minutes). 
6. Class members id.ll take notes from the report, as far as subject 
matter permits, according to the following outlinei 
Name of Repcirter 
Date of Report 
HAME (F SCIENTIST (Subject of Report) 
I. In5>ortant years. 
a. Birth—death. 
b. Years of important contributicais to science. 
II, Brief stcry of life (personal items help). 
III. Ckintributions to science. 
17* E^hasis upon problems the scientist faced and the way he 
solved them. 
?, In^rtant soiarces of information used by the reporter. 
7. Notes frm the biographical reports should be filed in chronological 
order. Use either the date of birth of Idie scientist car the year of 
the greatest scientific contributicaa for the point of reference. 
8. Ordinarily, the notes will be rea^y for inspection within one day 
after the repcarts are given in class. They are to be in ink and 
follow "Minimum Essentials". 
lIUi 
0. References to Biographies 
Encyclopedias 
Science texts 
Histories of dh^aistry 
E. Farber, Evolution of Chemistry, 1952. 
A, FindlsQT, A Hundred Years of Gheaiistry, 19U8» 
S. J. French, The Drama of Qiemistry, 1937. 
J, C. Gregory, A Short History of At<xttisBn, 1931. 
J. C» Gregory, A History of Combustion, 193-« 
E, J. Holtayard, The Great ca^emists, 1929. 
E. J. Holniyard, Makers of Chemistry, 1931. 
F. J. Moore, A History of Chemistry, 1939. 
J. 2. Partington, A Short History of Chemistry, 19U8. 
J. Eead, Ffelude to C3iemistiy, 1937. 
J. Read, Hvmour and Humanism in Oaemistry, 19lt7. 
F. Soddy, The Story of Atomic Energy, 19ii9. 
F. S. Taylor, The Alchemists, 191+9 • 
M. E. leeks. Discovery of the Elements, 19U5. 
E. Thorpe, History of Chemistry, 1909. 
Biographies of Chemiata 
W. H« Akroyd, Three Philosophers (Lavoisier, Priestley, Cavendish), 
1935. 
C. Borth, Pioneers of Plenty. The Story of Chemurgy, 1939. 
E. Curie, Madame Curie, 1938. 
S. J. French, Torch and Crucible. The Life and Death of Antoine 
Lavoisier, 19itl. 
¥. Haynes, Chemical Pioneers. The foxinders of the Am. Chem. 
Industry, 1939. 
B. Harrow, Eminent Chemists of our Time, 1920. 
B. Jaffe, Crucibles, the Stoiy of Chemistry. 1939. 
D. McKie, Antoine Lavoisier, 1953. 
L. T. More, The Life and Work of the Honourable Robert B(^le, 19Wi. 
F. R, Mouldon, Liebig and After Liebig, 19li2, 
W, tiajasay, Ess^s Biographical and Chemical, 1908. 
H. Roscoe, John Dalton and the Rise of Modern Chemistry, 1895. 
Tilden, Famous Chemists. The Men and TVieir Work, 1921. 
R. Vallery-ftadot, Life of Pasteur. 
J. P. Baxter, Scientists Against Time, 19U6. (Am. Wartime Research) 
B. Jaffe, Men of Science in Merica, 19UU. 
1U5 
M* C^enatein, The Sole of Scientific Societies in the 17th Centmy, 
1927. 
D. StimsoBj Scientists and Aioateurs. l^iiS, 
B. Struik, Yankee Science in the Making, 19U8. 
H« Thomas and D. L. Thcanas, Living Biographies of Great Scientists, 
191(1. 
E. R. Trattner, Architects of Ideas, 1938. 
G, Wilscm, The HTnnan Side of Science, 1929. 
E. Yost, Modem Jbnericans in Science and Inren-felon, 19lil. 
ijaerican Women in Science, 19U3. 
1U6 
H. Subjects of Biographies 
Aristotle and others Scheele Einstein 
Bedier Thompson Seaborg 
Francis Bac<m Grookes Oppenheimwr 
Lavoisier Millikan Bunsen 
Priestly Rutherfwd Liebig 
Cavendish Freoiklin Arrhenius 
Mor ley- Mosely Haber 
Dai teas Bacquerel Van't Hof 
Berthollet Moissan Nobel 
Qaor-Lussac Langmuir Avogadro 
Roentgen Boyle 
Alchemists Curie Wohler 
Berzelitus Anderscai Black 
Mendeleef Lawrence Lister 
Rayleigh Ferffli Pasteur 
Rssmsy Meitner Gibbs 
Farad^ Bohr Kelvin 
Hi? 
I* Sussnarlzation of Data 
Achievemant in Fundaiaentals of Chemistry Score 
Achiev^ent in Men and Events Score 
Achiereittwnt in Scientific Method Score 
Scientific Attitude Score 
Shift In Kudar Scientific Interest Score 
AchieTement in Science Actiirities and Ambitious Score 
IQ Most Recently Recorded in Student's Cumulative Record 
Geometry Mark 
Group 
Boys (E) 
Girls (E) 
Boys (C) 
Girla (C) 
Boys (E) 
Girls (E) 
Boys (C) 
Girls (C) 
Bcgrs (E) 
Girls (E) 
Boys (G) 
Girls (C) 
Boys (E) 
Girls (E) 
Boys (C) 
Girls (C) 
1U8 
Sums with Totals and Subtotals 
E 
C 
« Experimental 
= Control 
Sxxbtotal TotcQ. Subtotal Total 
lo « 3657.1* Y^ « lUO 
YQ 2305.8 Y^ « 16k 
Iq « 3396.2 \ « 137 
Yq « 2066.0 
Yq = 11U25.14 
Y^ « 102 
Yl^ « : 
Jl = U58 Y5 « 8lii 
Yi « 962 Y^ « iiW 
Y^ « 1217 Y5 « 79U 
11 0
 
Yi « U307 
Y5 a ltlt7 
Y5 « ; 
I2 « 925 Xi « 5713 
l2 = 5U2 Xi » 3li76 
I2 = 9h9 = 5637 
Y2 » 576 
I2 = 2992 
Xi - 31^80 
Xi »: 
Y3 « 5509 X2 « 25li 
Y3 « 3338 X2 » 167 
Y3 « 5738 X2 = 283 
Y3 = 3U30 Xg » 178 
I3 = 18015 Xg « 882 
K. Sums of Squares and Gross-Products 
= 83569ii.52 
= 1214901 
= 57188 
= 2OU8ii09 
I|^ 2 c 17227 
1^2 = 3980U 
s 2111916 
XgS « 5332 
loX^ » 1317208.1 
YQXJ = 65117.8 
ir^Xi = U98162 
13^X2 = 2iicl5 
IGXJ^ = 3UI590 
T2X2 ® 16853 
Y^Xj^ - 206877U 
I3X2 e 100624 
Y5X1 « 28666U 
Y^Xg « 13966 
X1X2 « 102513 
